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VO LU M E FIFTY-TWO.

O O LLEG EVILLE, PA.. THURSDAY, O CTO BER 14; 1926.

WHOLE NUMBER, 2672

T H E “ HOM E P A P E R ” OF T H E M ID D LE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
STATEMENT
of the ow nership, m anagem ent, etc., of
The Independent, published every T h u rs
day a t Collegeville, Pa., required b y Act of
Congress of A ugust 14, 1912:
Owner, E ditor, M anaging E ditor, B usi
ness M anager and Publisher, ,E . S. Moser.
E . S, MOSER.
Affirmed to before m e this 13th day .of
October, 1926.
(Seal)
F . W. SC H EU R EN , N. P . '*
My Commission expires M arch 6, 1927.

RELIGIOUS DIFFERENCES CAUSE BIRTH OF GEN MUHLENBERG. BASEBALL PLAYERS AND FANS
SEPARATION OF COUPLE

. COMMEMORATED AT LUTH

BANQUET AT BRIDGE HOTEL;

COLLEGEVILLE HIGH LOSES
TO SPRING CITY, 26-14

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
RAMBLING AT RANDOM

|

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Daub, Mr. Wil
A roast beef supper netted $75 for
BY JA Y HOW ARD
({ liam Daub, Miss Annie Stover, Dor
It developed at a recent hearing be
The annual ; testimonial banquet
ERAN CHURCH, TRAPPE
Unable to withstand the consistthe Methodist church at Morgantown.
fore Judge Knight in court at Norris
to the local Perkiomen League, play
othy Frederick and Miss Dean, of
Falling from a tree while picking
The service, Sunday afternoon,'in ers and fans was given by the Col ant hammering administered to it the
town, that religious difference caused
Philadelphia, visited Mr. and, Mrs.
Collegeville
line
crumpled
in
the
sec
The St. Louis • Cardinals won the Johq T. Miller and family on Sunday. walnuts, Leo Fawer, aged 11, of Rosethe separation of Mr. arid Mrs. C- Har Augustus Lutheran church, Trappe, legeville Athletic Association a t the ond half and Spring City defeated
dale, broke a wrist.
old Horisk, formerly of Collegeville, coipemorating the 180th anniversary historic Perkiomen. Bridge Hotel—-old Collegeville High School on the Penn world series and all,is well. Noth
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Daniel
Morlock,
of
of
the
birth,
of
Gen.
Peter
Muhlenberg
The Sumneytown pike has been
now of Conshohoeken, and of the ac
est hotel in America-—on Saturday sylvania R. R. ball field last Friday ing to worry about now until Christmas—what is Santa Claus going to. Philadelphia, visited Mr. and Mrs. closed to ,traffic between the William
tion of Mrs. Horisk to recover pos was inspiring qnd informative. The evening. The evening proved to be a afternoon.
Leonard W. Omrod, on Sunday.
church was filled to capacity with an very pleasant and memorable “family
Penn Inn, Gwynedd, and Springhouse,
bring?
session of her son Harold.
The game was loosely, played- be
T RU TH
The wife testified that their dis interested ^.audience who came from a get together.” The keynote of the fore a crowd which often swarmed
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lacey entertain preparatory to laying a concrete high
way.
The Perky Baseball League, testi
T ru th ip the \ gleam th a t lig h ts' th e w ay, agreement began when she refused to wide extent of territory; The church speeches brought out that while one
out in the field and hindered the play monial banquets are over. The League ed Mr. and Mrs. Edward Detwiler and
Gives.,, courage for the new born day,
was
elaborately
decorated
with
flow
go to the church of her husband’s se
While preparing to sell the house
family, of Rahns, on Sunday.
strives to win, “the real satisfaction ers. Numerous penalties also added
'For w h a t .is nobler th a n the tru th ?
A sthff for age, a guide for youth.
lection. Her action became tl>e basis ers, and the original flag with thirteen is in the journey not at the ultimate to the looseness of the game. Hunt banquet at the Spring Mountain
hold goods of his deceased sister, Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Neil
Lafferty,
of
of quarrels, and she alleged that wljile stars and the present flag with its arrival,” as Doctor “Whitie” Price so er, of Spring City, bore the brunt of House and the Collegeville testimonial Germantown, were the guests of Mr. Kate Leaver, of Boyertown, John W.
The groping m inds of ancient days
Ignored the tru th ih endless w ays,
they weye living in Collegeville, her forty-eight. The service opened with ably put it, “It is a great satisfaction the work for his team,, scoring three dinner at the Perkiomen Bridge Hotel and Mrs. Wallace Hoyer on Sunday:
Leaver, aged 68, was stricken with
They dw elt In darkness, doubt and sin,*
apoplexy and died.
husband struck her on .several- occa an organ selo by the organist Mrs, B. to win this coveted Perkiomen League touchdowns. For Collegeville Capt. were both wonderful events. Things
Refused to let the light shine in.
R.ev.
Arthur
C.
Ohl
spent
several
were said and done that will be re
sions when qhe refused to permit F. Brownback during which the mem penant .but the greatest satisfaction
The m aster m inds th a t freely give
Caught between an elevator and
played his , usual brilliant membered for a longr long time by all days at Bloomsburg where he visited
Their very best each day they live.
their child to go to a Protestant Sun bers of Byron S. Fegely Post of the you players can ever feel is, first the Horrocks
some heavy timber at the French
game
at
fullback.
Zane
also
played
Will leave behind a w orthy page
his
father,
Mr.
M.
T.
Ohl.
American
Legion
and
the
members
of
those present.
day School with his sister,
many friendships you have' made
To stim ulate th e com ing age.
Creek iron ore mines, Andrew Mcthe Auxiliary entered. This was fol which you will never fo rg et,-the‘ex a good game, On the line Stearly
■ Miss Elizabeth Lanz, of Norris Michael, 57, was instantly killed.
T ruth sta p d s the te st Of tim e and change, i They were married, she said, by a.
and
Klausfelder
featured.
The
American
Legion
is
having
a
lowed
by
the
processional,
the
national
town,
was
the
guest
of
Miss
Gertrude
We do not th in k its passing stra n g e
Baptist clergyman, and at the time he
periences and the satisfaction of hav
The potato crop in Carbon county is
Spring City took the lead early in wonderful convention in the.Sesqui Sturges on Thursday.
TO see it loose the fettered soul
had promised her that if there were hymn and vespers.’ Mrs. C. Howard ing rendered a service, of having given
And point it to a higher goal.
an excellent one, with- the exception
Remember the
Harry, regent of the Valleye Forge all you had and played the game the first quarter by virtue of several City this week.
any
children
she
would
have
the
privi
Miss
Pyrle
Thomas,
of
Darby,
was
Men of to-day a re wise a n d b rave
lege of taking them: to a 'Catholic Chaptej-, D. A. R., extended the felici squarely, and while you haven’t won trick plays which bewildered the Red Doughboys were GOOD ENOUGH for the week end guest of Mr. and Mrs. of a few farmers’, whose crop of tu
T hey| n a v ig a te the a ir a n d wave,
bers was practically destroyed by cut
And g re a te r m arvels w e will see
church and rearing them in that faith. tations of the chapter in a neat little the perinant you have gained this even and Gold team. Collegeville came our support and praise When “going W. W. Harley.
worms.
W hen tru th a t la s t shall set us free.
The wife admitted that the present message. “Land of Hope and Glory” greater satisfaction.” The fine sports back in the second quarter tying the across” in the trying war time days
Mr. Warren Walters installed a new
MRS. H E N R Y ARMSTRONG,
While trying to fix a cap that fell
home of the child is a very good one —Elgar, was sung by the choir. Mr. manship and manly qualities of the score. The Chester countians car and if they were good enough then let Crane chain driven pumping outfit in
Dorchester, Mass.
ried
the
ball
down
the
field
and
Col
Edward
W.
Hocker,
editor
of
the
Ger
them.
be
good
enough
now
too.
Amer
but claims the right Of a mother to
team was also emphasized by the legeville held for. three downs on ica is too quick to forget. , She has the public school building last week. from a gas jet, Charles Wentzel was
overcome in the basement of his home
have the care of her children so long mantown Independent-Gazette, gave a various speakers.
Rffv. and Mrs. Howard H. Hess and
their one yard line. On the last down not taken care- of her ex-soldiers,
as she can provide a good home for' ma’sterly address on Muhlenberg’s
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
"After a full course chicken dinner Hale slid across for a touchdown and many of them injured, and their or family were the Sunday guests at the on Cotton street, Reading, and was
civil and. military ’ life which, it is with all the fixins—a la Martin—had
found unconscious by his wife.
them.
Miss Margaret Yost, a teacher ip
The hearing was continued until this hoped will be given in print to the been stowed away and everybody was the half ended 14-7 in favor of Spring phaned families as she promised to do home of Rev. J. K. Bowers.
Irvin F. Wartman, aged 64, of Potts
\
:/ '
■
in 1918. We can never repay the bdys
Mr. and Mrs, Harry Saylor and town, has been granted a divorce from
the*Pottstown High School, spent Sat week when testimony will also be public at a later date. Miss Esther feeling fine toastmaster and President City.
Again in the second half College- who fought for us in France for the family,, of Pottstown, spent Sunday Mary R ., Wartman.
urday ip Minersville.
taken upon a charge of non-support Miller sang a contralto solo, “How of the A. A., Hail Wilson opened
yille knotted the Score at 14 all.- Hor sacrifices" they made there.
Lovely
Are
Thy
Dwellings”—Liddle.
with Mr, and Mrs. J. C. Kellar.
preferred
by
the
wife.
the after dinner speaking. The next
Mr. and Mrs. Morvin Godshall and
Injured in an automobile accident
The pastor,. Rev. W. O. Fegely, D. D., speaker was League Commissioner rocks made his second six-ponter and
The.Ethello class of St, Luke’s Re at Rutgers College, where he is a stu
family are moving into their new
The giant dirigible Los Angeles
Undercoffler added the extra point.
presented
some
salient
facts
concern
formed Sunday School, of which Miss
Abe (Pop) Hendricks. Attorney Hen
home on 6th avenue from Glenwood PROF GENSLER IN MOTOR
ing General Muhlenberg’s social and dricks gave ari eloquent-'talk }n his Spring City, however, was not to be which is taking part in the American Nora Hilborn is teacher, tendered a dent, Henry Ungerleider, of Norris
avenue, this week.
town, is in a serious Condition.
Legion
gathering
in
Philadelphia
this
CRASH; AUTOS DAMAGED religious life and his relations to this characteristic after dinner style. Cap jialted and twice' penetrated the Red
surprise party to one of their mem
Mr! and Mrs. A. A. Murray, of RoyThere were 12/181,302 cigars manu
community and State. The large audi tain Geo. Moore^ Manager “Bee” Bea- and Gold’s goal line for additional week flew over Norristown on Tues bers, Miss Margaret Kulp at the home
W. A. Gensler, of Collegeville, as ence then sang America with mucK
ersford, spent Sunday' with Mrs. Jos
day. It was plainly visible in Col;
factured in the Berks district in Sep
touchdowns,
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob tember, with 10-cent cigars as the
sistant Supt. of the Montg. County spirit. After the recessional the Le craft, “Chief” Bender, Ralph “Judge” 'This Friday afternoon Collegeville legeville, .
ephine Moyer.
Kulp, of Black Rock. Miss Kulp will leaders and15-cent brands a close sec-.
Wismer, Um ps/Joe ■Lord and Geo.
Miss Hazel Brown,;a student of the schools, figured in an automobile ac gion marched to the grave and per Boone and Dr. Jack “Whitie” Price will play its first game on home soil
, go in training as a nurse at the Pres ond.
cident
last
Thursday
afternoon
when
Last
Wednesday
afternoon,
too
late
when the strong Pennsburg eleven,
formed their ceremony by placing a
Keystone State Normal School at
followed with timely and interesting
for our final last week’s, edition,. Alex byterian Hospital, Philadelphia. The
Kutztown spent the Week, end with his car collided with an automobile wreath on the grave, firing a salute, talks. The two umpires gave some will be the attraction,
Squeezed between cars, William
ander
Umstead, well "known truck following members of the class were Kraft', of Columbia, a Reading brake- ;
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hairy driven by Everett Nyce, 17 years old, and taps.. After all ceremony Captain very interesting inside dope and ex Collegeville
Pos.
Spring City
present:
Misses
Grace
Allebach,
Eve
of Harleysville. Young Nyce Was H. H. Fetterolf; one of the few sur
Brown.
man, was injured so severely in Nor
Gordon .'. ---- left end ............ Miller er and farmer of near Collegeville, had
hurled from his' automobile and vivors of the G. A. R., was seen to periences in umpiring. Manager Bea- Stearly . . , . left ta c k le ___Detwiler business to transact at the College lyn Landes, Areola Woelfel, Grace ristown th at he was taken to the
*: Mrs. Mary V.' Bertolet has gone to knocked unconscious. He was taken
craft
told
of
some
of
his
experiences
Zane,
Rose
Litka,
Ruth
Wood,
Kath
ville National Bank. So he hitched up
spend the winter months with Mr. and to the office of Dr. V. Z. Keelor, of silently place a flag at the grave and while piloting a team to the champion Copitka ....l e f t guard ....D ow ning in his trusty old Ford touring and ryn Gatwals, Mildred Walters, Cecyl Montgomery Hospital.
quietly say, “This is my contribution.”
Klausfelder
.
.
.
center
.
.
.
.
.
Walley
Injuries from being struck by a
Mrs. Elias Grater, of -Graterford.
trotted out to town; He' parked faith Walters, Grace Kline, Sara UndercuffHarleysville, where his injuries were . The anniversary event, of special ship of a Canadian, circuit before the
Clawson .. right guard Hunsberger ful old “Henry” on the Main street ler and Eleanor Klauder.
motor truck sesulted in the death of
Miss Carrie Godshall, of Philadel found to be a scalp wound and bruises significance
war.
Whitie
Price
in
his
eloquent
because of its relation to
John H. Bloomer, 62, of Stony Creek
phia, spent Sunday with M rs/W ash about the body. His condition is not a prominent actor during the Revolu style lauded the players and gave F. Horrocks. right tackle . G. Greer hill in front of the bank. Mr. Um
Miss Elsie Alderman and Mr. Harry Mills,
ington Godshall.
serious. The accident occurred at the tionary crisis in our nation’s history, some interesting experiences. The Ohl .......... right end .......... Mowrey stead alighted and proceeded into the 'Moser, of Philalelphia, spent the week
Underoffler .quarterback .. Hunter
A parade of several thousand fire-'
Mr. Harry Umstead, Jr., a student cross roads on the Souderton pike, one and because of the historical associa banquet lasted from 6.30 to 10.30. All Zane . . . . left half-back .. Chapman bank. A piece of paper rustled on end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
men featured the housing of a mod
at Perkiomen School, Pennsburg, mile east of Harleysville. The cars- tions clustering in and about the old the pla/ers were present except one. J. Brussell right half-baek M. Grepr the opposite.side of |he road. Henry liam Moser,
The A. A. presented each player
ern pumping apparatus by the Toppicked pp his fenders and sported.
spent the week end with his parents, struck each other at right angles. Lutheran church, was an impressive
Mr, and Mrs, R. G. Sturges and
Both automobiles were badly dam one—an occasion that will not soon with' a fine leather traveling bag iri Horrocks . . . . . fullback . . . . . Hale Then the emorgepc^ htako fie.W off daughter spent Sunday at the home ton Fire Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Umstead.
appreciation of their services render Collegeville ______fi f 7 0-^14
and Henry'gal}oped dowp Main street
Mrs. Mary Kelly, aged 61, died sud
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Subers, of aged. Prof. Gensler escaped with a be forgotten,
i 7 9 12—2(5 without a driver, Alec rushed put of of Mrs,. Mary Hoffman, of Glen Moore. denly of a heart attack at St. Joseph's
ed durjng the season. President Hail Spring City
few
slight
cuts.
Wissinoming, spent the week end
Prof, and Mrs, Franklin Hunsberger Catholic
Wilson presented the following prizes: Touchdowns—Hunter, 3; Hale, Hpr-- the hank and hollered, “Whoa!” but
Protectory,
Norristown,
with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis .Schatz and
ESTRANGED HUSBAND ALLEGED
and family, of Quakertown, visited at where she had been living for two
rocks,
2.
Points
after
touchdowns—
Hepry
was
off.
At
Lachmap’s
he
ATTENTION!
FOLLOWERS
AND
$10
for
the
highest
batting
aver
family.
the home of Rev, and Mrs. Arthur C. years.
TO HAVE FIRED HOME
age donated by Abe Henricks, won Chapman, 2; Undercoffler, 2, .Substi shied over onto .the Other side of the Ohl on.Saturday.
Mrs. Jacob Buckwalter and Mrs.
PATRONS OF C. H. s . Eo o t b a l l
tutions—Collegeville, I . Brussell for stsept rap up oyer the curb and upset
by
Eddie
Guljan
with
a
fine
mark
of
? What is believed to have been an
Thomas Boyd, of Skippack, is in the
Ida Stearly spent Saturday, at the
Mr, and Mrs. Hiram Bucher and attempt to rob the Reading Com
Klausfelder, Kli’g er for Ohl. Referee right on Lavvren.ee Walt’s front porch
On Friday, October 15, the people
Sesqui-Centennial Exposition, iPhila- of Collegeville will have their first Norristown jail awaiting further de .419,
$10 for the most runs scored, do :—Ale. Umpire—KasseJ. Head lines steps, Qf course, maybe Henry was Mfss Ruth Bucher,' visited Mr. and pany s station at Perkjomeftville was
delphia.
chance to see the High School team in velopments on the charge of setting nated by Ralph Wismer, wop by Eddie man—Buckyalter. Time pf periods an Odd Fellow and thought it was Mrs. Jonathan Trumbauer, of Spring frustated by Curtis Imbody, a resi
Rev. Elwood Eckhardt, of Reading, action. Pennsburg is comipg here to fire to the barn on his estranged Guliap, 20 runs,
-—12 minutes. .
lodge night- At any rate no one was Mount on Sunday, Mr. Henry Bossert, dent of the vicinity, who was fired on
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Jesse’ meet the C. H, S. warriors of the wife’s property, .between Skippack
coming up the street or passing on of Norristown, accompanied them.
by,the supposed thieves.
$10
for
the
most
home
runs,
donated
Wanner.
the pavement at the time and so nogridiron. How many people of Col and Kulpsvjlle.; The barn was de by Harry Priee, won by Eddie Gulian URSINUS BEARS LOSE TO
Mr. and Mrs, Harrison Allebach, of
All the school children of Catasaustroyed
by
fire
Monday
night.
Mrs.
The Sunday guest of Miss Elizabeth legeville will be at the game ? To
one was hurt. Dr. Clarkson Addis
with 2 fiomers,
DELAWARE QRIDDERS, 6-0 was out of town so Dr. Bechtel & Son Norristown, spent Sunday with Mr. qua will be treated with diphtheria
Kratz was Mrs; Isabel- Myers, of date C. H. S. has played two games. Boydis home, also.fired, was saved by . $10 for batting in the most runs, do
and Mrs, M. N. Allebach,
antitoxin.
the Skippack firemen.
Mont Clare.
The Univ. of Delaware football ele were called in and after giving first
The first, at Pottstown, was lost due
nated by H, D, Allebach, won by Tuck
Mrs. Isaac Tyson and Mrs. Kathryn
Clothing
saturated
With
oil
was
Royersford is waging a war in un
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Guterman to lack of support from the’ sidelines,’ found in the bedroom of Mrs. Boyd Harner, 23 runs. Second prize $5 do ven defeated the Ursinus Bears 6-0 in aid Henry was rolled over on his Funk spent a day with Mr. and Mrs. licensed dogs and a number have gum
shops
again
and
towed
to
Bech
there
being
at
least
six
rooters
at
the
a
hard
fought
contest
before
a
large
and daughter, of Philadelphia; Mr.
Charles. Grubh, of North Coventry, bdien shot.
after the flames in the house had been nated by Ralph Graber, Won by
crowd on Patterson Field lest Satur te ls hospital minus a windshield, two Chester county.
and Mrs. Oscar Cole, of Philadelphia; game. The second game, played at extinguished, and oil-soaked articles Dewey Harper, 20 runs.
Joseph Miller, of Pottstown, was
front wheels1and badly bent front
Mr. and Mrs, Oliver Grimley, of this Spring City, was lost to a superior and an •empty can smejling of oil were
$10 for the mort: Stolen bases do day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. William _H. Treen vis badly burned when an oil cook stove
The Delaware gridde.rs displayed axle apd fenders, At this writing
borough, and Miss Ida Fulmer, of team by inferior playing. The team found in other parts gf the house. ‘ nated by Hail Wilson, won by Dewey
Hepry ds oompletely recovered, and ited Mr. and Mrs; Harry Johnson, of exploded and set fire to the house.
Lower Providence, visited Mi-. and is green and needs all the support it
Mrs. Boyd was nof sleeping in the Harnpr with 9. Scorer Ralph Wismer unexpected power and scored the lone feeljpg fine hut Alec says old Henry, East Petersburg, on Sunday.
can
get.
Come
to
the
High
School
touchdown
of
the
game
in
the
sec
Columbus day was celebrated at
stated that a mistake had beep made
Mrs. David Reiner and family on Sun
Mrs.; Kate . Buekwalter, Jane and Norristown by Italian societies 1plac
atheltic field on Friday at 3:15 p. m. house at the time. She had been in the official league score as Thomas ond quarter. Twq forward passes in will never be the same. Mr. Umstead
day.
frightened by many alleged threats of
David Buckwalter were the Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Raybuck and family, and give the boys your financial and bodily harm made by her husband and Deisher of Schwenksville had terspersed with seyeral thrusts at the states that Henry was always a' very, guests of Mr. arid Mrs. Ernest Kauff ing a stone marker on the Harding
gentle
car
and
safe
for
a
womanto
vocal
support.
H,
E.
K.
Ursinus
line
carried
the
oval
from
boulevard in Elmwood Park.
of Eagleville, spent Tuesday^ evening
earlier in the evening and had gone to been awarded first prize of the League
drive at all times. Last Wednesday man, of Royersford,
midfield
to
the
Bears’
15-yard
line
with
o
n
ly
’7
steals
apiece,
Second
Badly burned. when his clothing
with Miss Elizabeth Kratz.
sleep at a neighbor’s house. was the first tiipe he ever tore loose
Miss Heleh Fisher and Mr. Earl ' caught fire from a v cigarette while
TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE
Boyd, in a crazed and drunken con prize of $5 donated by Ralph Miller "where a forward pass, Creamer to and jumped the emergency brake.
Mrs. Joseph Hastings was given a
Glassner, gave Delaware their touchScHeffy, of Reading, visited Mr. and he slept, Charles Kenno, aged 30,
The annual sessions of the Montg. dition came to his wife’s home early was split between, Eddie Gulian and dowh,
novelty shower by her friends at the
Mrs. William T. Miller and family on died at the Reading Hospital.
Tuck
Harner
who
each
had
5
swipes.
Coiregeville Flag and Manufacturing County Teachers’ Institute will be on Monday evening and attempted to A promipept western club woman Sunday,
Two fifteen yard penalties against
$5 for best fielding average, do
Residents of New Columbus, a setCompany! She received many use held in the Senior High School Build beat her rip. She fled to a neighbor’s
Ursinus - kept the pigskin in the in a newspaper interview claims her
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard W. Omrod tlbmont joining Nesquehoning, are
ful gifts. Mrs. Hastings whs Miss ing,. Norristown, Pa„ from October J8 homer" and notified the Lansdale police. nated by Frank Fuhrman. First prize, Bruin’s section of the field in the first husband hasn’t bought* her a new
to 22. County Superintendent A. M. The police arrived soon afterward hut infielder. Won by Jqe.Hqspidor aver, quarter. Delaware carried the ovaj dress* in 45 years, “How did he get entertained at dinner in their new raising a fund -for the erection of a
Laura Litka before her marriage.
Kulp,
has arranged an interesting could not find Bpyd who fled into the of .969. Second prize outfielder. Won to the 8-yard line early in the second away with, it ? ” exclaimed every mar home on Tuesday evening, Mr. and monument to Christopher Columbus
Mrs. Hettie Markley is spending
prqgram for the morning and after bushes and woods neap the fapir). by Joel Francjs, aver. l.QQO. Second quarter where Flynn fumbled and ried man that read of the interview Mrs, Harold Poley and family,, of in the town’s park.
the week in .Philadelphia.
Collegeville, and Mr. and Mrs. John
Upper Merlon’s qpw consolidated
Later that night Boyd eanje back sat prize pf liUwgs donated by William
Schell recovered the hall for Ursinus. since, That husband’s fortune would T. Miller and family,,.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Stanley and Mrs. noon sessions. Prominent educators urated the house and barn with ojl Yopng.
school, if approved by the voters at
have
been
engaged
as
instructors.
Fairweather and daughter Ruth, and
$5 for the pitcher winning the mosti Delaware again unleashed an aerial be made if he published his formulae
Master Raymond Casey, son of Mr. the November election, will hq erec- 1
and fired both buildings. When Sher
Mr. and Mrs. Young, of Lansdowne,
games,
donated by Ralph'Miller and .attack which resulted in ’ the Jane and sold the copies two for a nickel. and Mrs. Elmer Casey, is recovering ted; in^ the vicinity of the Henderson
iff
Fox,
a
fireman,
arrived
on
the
H. A. PLANK FARM SOLD
score 'of the game.
•spent Sunday with Mr. and- Mrs.
and King Manor roads.
scene and discovered the place had wop by Capt. Gpo. Moore with 8 wins
Razzing the ladies about slavery to from an illness and will resume a t
In the second half Kichfine’s men
Harry CasSel.
tendance
at
school
this
week,
H. A. Plank has sold his farm of been fired he immediately set out to and 2 losses. Derk won 5 apd lost 3.
Charles L. Folk, of' Hamburg, is in
launched a savage attack, carrying style was a favorite indqor sport un
Mrs. Garehart, of Souderton is thirty acres on the Germantown pike, capture Boyd.
The Sheriff found Musselman won 1 and. lost I.
Mrs, Elisabeth Austerberry is'v is a Reading hospital with a fractured
til the so-called stronger sex began
the
oval
on
two
occasions
to
Dela
$5
for
the
pitcher
having
the
most
spending the week with Mr. and Mrs. near -Skippack creek, Lower Provi Boyd and took him into custody at
iting at the home of Mr. and Mrs E. skull, the result of being thrown from
strike outs, donated’ by Arnold Fran ware’s 10-yard line where they wore to skip around in knickers—dontcha- Fry Wismer, of Pottstown, this week. an ajitomobile on the Pottsville pike,
E. Hoffmaster.
dence, to William Cook, of Norristown, another neighbor's farm.
know!
Balloon
pants
and
collegiate
and held for downs. Ip the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Tyson, of who will take possession December 1.'
The Boyds when they separated six cis and won by Moxje Derk with 51 halted
Mr, and Mrs, Ralph Clemmens, of north of Reading.
third quarter W. Moyer eluded the sweaters were had enough but the.
Trappe, have moved into the house Mr. Plank will hold a public sale of weeks ago made an agreement where wiffs.
Pennsburg,
spent Sunday with Mr.
worst
is
yet
to
come.
The
fdshion
Delaware
tackjers
and
dashed
40
$5 for the last home run of the. sea
vacated by Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. his livestock, farming implements, by the wife was to pay the husband
GREAT A. L. PARADE IN
barons have decreed that next sea and Mrs, Wellington Hatfield.
yards
for
the
longest-iron
of
the
af
son,
donated
by
Charles
Bender
and
Loder, who have left'for New York. etc., on Thursday, October 21, See $1500 apd thpn receive title to the
son the male of the species shall be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Wismer
and
PHILADELPHIA
ternoon,
carrying
the
ba}l
to
the
Blue
wqp
hy
Jop
Hospifior,
farm.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Conway and daugh adver, page four.
The greatest American Legion pa
$5 for the most hits in the last game and Goldls 20-yard liner,/In the same decorated with the brightest of eplors. Miss Anna Wismer, of Reading, vis
ter Elsie and Mrs. Jack Miller and
quarter Cherin also ran back one of Yes, from his sockk up to and inclu ited Miss4Sue Fry and her nephew rade in its history, representing the
NARROW ESCAPE WHEN AUTQ donated by John Martin , and won by Creamer's punts for thirty yards. ding big hat. Bright colored hats Ralph F, Wismer.
MARRIAGE ANNOUNCEMENT
son Jack, Jr., spent Sunday in Spring
membership* of Legion Posts thruout
L arry. Doyle.
City, with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Moser, of
OVERTURNED
M r , . and Mrs. Willard Trollinger the country, attracted the riveted at
The grand prize of the season—the The Bears were the aggressors thru- crowning our domes -vrill be a feature
S®£ the new styles; That is the last and family and Miss Anna Zern, of tention of many thousands of specta
L. S. Schatz has the contract to in Sanatoga, announce the marriage of
Eight persons narrowly escaped hen $25.00 prize', for the most valuable out the second half but were unable to
stall plumbing and heating fixtures their daughter, 'Viola 'Clarke; to Mr, ing killed Sunday evening, when an player—dopated by Charles Bender muster the final punch needed to win. straw. Imagine the sig h t' of white Manayunk, spent Sunday with Mrs. tors lined along both sides of Broad
spats, green socks,yellow knickers and Elizabeth Zern.
(Continued on page 41
in the residence of Mr. McAvoy, Phoe- Arthur I. Schell, of Pottstown, on automobile in which they were riding was won. by Captain Geo. Moore.
street, Philadelphia, Monday after
coat, a lavender shirt, pink suspend-,
Saturday, October 9, 1926. Mr. and overturned at the bottom of the Provi
nixVillei
noon and evening.: The line of march
The home runs were awarded a five
Mr,
and
Mrs;
Abram
Bradford,
of
a nifty little red mustache
was from the purlieus of City Hall
Mr. W. M. Underkoffler, of Norris Mrs. Schell will be at home after the dence hill. A woman sustained a frac dollar i pri?e each when inade during BRAKES!AN FATALLY INJURED era,
(French model), all topped off with a Telford/ and Miss Susan Custer, of into the stadium. Inspiring addresses
town, was in town, Saturday, and 20th of October, at 1306 Queen street, ture' of the right leg above the ankle, the season. Gulian hit two, I). Harner
Norristown,
were
the
guests
ef
Miss
Three hours after he had left his flaming scarlet hat, promenading
were made by Vice-President Charles
Clara Miller, on Sunday.
called on a number of old time friends. Pottstown.
while a six-year-old ’. child suffered one and Jog Hospidor one, ”
home Sunday morning to report for down the street—it’s enough to make
G. Dawes and General Pershing, in
The Senior class of Collegeyille MOVING PICTURE PROGRAM AT from shock and bruises. The woman
Mr,
and
Mrs,
Webster
Smith,
of
work as a brakeman qn the Reading even the most collegiate Ursinus
the
Sesqui-Gentennial auditorium. The
was'Mrs.
Susan
Grimmer,
2204
Howell
High School initiated the Freshmen
GREAT CROWD ATTENDS
railroad, Jacob E. Isett, aged 43 years, freshman blush, Oscar! Slap my Rahns, visited Mr. and Mrs. Oliver great parade was a brilliant adjunct to
HENDRICKS MEMORIAL BLDG. street' Camden, wife of J. M. Grimmer.
on Friday night in the High School
Reed
and
family
on
Sunday.
wrist!
.
OPENING OF CONCRETE ROAD 1058 Powell street, Norristown, died
the eighth annual convention of the
auditorium at the annual Freshman
Mrs. Warren Heisler, of Delair, N. American ' Legion posts of the United
at Montgomery hospital from injuries
October 16, 7.30 p. m.—Pathe News, Tlpe latter was operating the car. Ow
ing
to
the
wet
condition
of
the
steep
Wives
read
this
and
beware!
Ben
Reception. Refreshments followed the and “A Kiss for Cinderella,” a feature
The opening of the Lansdale-Col- sustained when he was struck by a
J., and Mrs. Walter Bloomer, of Phoe States.
initiation program.
so popular that it needs no comment. hill, the machine started to skid, left mar concrete road, Saturday after fast'freigbt in the yards above Bridge jam in Wallace, a respectable 75-year- nixville, visited at the home of Mr.
It is estimated that 150,000 soldiers
the road, plunged into a ditch apd noon, was celebrated by a large parade port. It was 3 o’clock when Isett left old Camden man, murdered his wife and Mrs, Albert Hefelfinger last
Mr. and Mrs.*C. E. Fry, of Phila
stood straight tfp bn the radiator at of decorated pleasure ears, automobile home and a t 4,15 he was struck by the Mary last Sunday afternoon. He beat week. Miss Grace Hefelfinger and of the world war passed in review be
delphia, were the week end guests of
A. L. AUXILIARY MEETING
the bottom. (Several other autoists trucks, floats, and a banquet in the ,traip. His body was hurled high into her to death with a heavy dining room Mr, Raymond Froelich, of Womels- fore the Vice President and 'Mrs.
Mrs. Emily Lachman.
Dawes and General Pershing in the
A meeting of the American Legion went .to the assistance of Grimmer evening, -It is'estim ated that 20,000 the air and came down on the tracks chair in one of the most horrible mur dorf; Mrs.' Hazel Knoll and Master Stadium. Little Delaware, the first
Dr. G. L. Omwake is attending the
and. his family, and succeeded in get perspns^ participated as papaders’ and and the wheels of at least two freight ders Camden has ever had. He Ronald Kirk, of Kenilworth, and Mr.
Auxiliary,
Byrori
Fegely
Post
No.
119,
dedication of the new chapel at MerState to ratify the Constitution, led all
will be held on Monday evening, Oc ting them out of the wrecked car. Mrs. onlookers, The new concrete road ex cars passed over his ankles, He died made no atempt to escape and when and Mrs. Horjice Hefelfinger, of Sum- the
cersburg Academy.
rtest. Connecticut, although one
questioned-by
the
.
police
explained,
Qrimmer
and
her
son
were
taken
to
tends from Lansdale to the Bethlehem
Mrs. Willa Krierly and daughter tober 18, at 8 o’clock, at the home of Montgomery Hospital in -a car be pike ah Cojmar, apd is the fourth con at 6.15 without regaining conscious “I just up and hit her because I got neytbwn, were their week end guests. of the smallest in the Union, had one
Mrs.
Boswell,
Glenwood
avenue,
Col
ness.
His
injuries
consisted
of
lacer
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Maute and of -the largest contingents in the pa
Edith; of Norristown, visited friends
legeville. There will be an election, of longing to Frank Scott, of Philadel crete highway, connecting Lansdale ations of the scalp, fracture of the so mad. I couldn’t "Stand her nagging son Gilbert, visited Mr. and Mrs. Jos rade. Automobiles five deep crowded
in town, recently.
phia.;
any
more,”
Wallace,
a
retired
glass
with
other
communities,
officers.
skull, fracture of the spine and both
eph Robison, of Rahns, on Sunday.
the thoroughfares that led to the Stad
About the* time Scott was to start
feet crushed so badly that they were blower, wag not addicted to drink and : Mrs. M. N. Allebach is spending ium. There was a surging of throngs
OOLLEGEVILLE CHAUTAUQUA
got
along
very
well
with
his
wife
thru
GRANGE HALLOWE’EN PARTY fort the hospital another machine
The Conshohoeken school district is amputated at the anklesseveral days this week with Mr. and on the sidewalks.
crashed into his car, wrecking the
Chautauqua
entertainments are
Deceased left a widow but, no chil their almost 50 years of .married life. Mrs, Raymond Smith and daughter
The annual Hallowe’en social by fender, but the occupants escaped in free from Indebtedness, and has a bal
Well -into the hour of dusk the
According
to
Wallace
he
always
had
ance ip the treasury exceeding $33,000. dren.
booked to eventualize in the Hen- Keystone Grange will be held In the
Marion, of Mont Clare..
marching cohorts kept advancing.
jury.
been
“nagged,”
At
dinner
on
Sunday
ricks Memorial building, November ;Grange Hall, Trappe, on Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Gotleib Shaeffer and State after State, with France. in a
his wife rebuked him for, “using too
13' to 16. Further particulars, later. evening, October 25, Everybody in
BOY FATALLY INJURED
much sugar in ' his coffee.” Then he Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schaeffer, of place of honor between Idaho arid
COLLEGEVILLE,
PERKY
LEAGUE,
BASEBALL
AVERAGES—1926
vited.
took a stroll about town and when Philadelphia-, visited Mr. ami Mrs. Wyoming, and a creditable representa
BY AUTO
- TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH
'O AB K J1 PC. O A E PC. 2b 3b 4b tb si) sh bh so lip rd he got back his wife criticized him Fred Rommel on Sunday: Mrs. Har tion from such places as Panama, the
Edward Evans, in his1'fourth year, Gulian ............... r 20 80 2Q 83 .412 56 57. 4 .965 1 1 :2 2 54 5 5 5 3 8 14 for “not hanging up his coat,” ps tidy, ry Hindle, of Philadelphia, was a Sat Philippine Islands and Alaska, formed
Church services on Sunday at 10 a. LUNCHEON AND BRIDGE PARTY
an object lesson in the vastness of this
m. and 7.30 p. m.
Mrs. Howard Shallcross of Grater- son pf Mr. and Mrs., William.Evans, of. K rau se .............. 1 5
2 . 2 .400
1 2 1 .750 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 wives will. That brpke the last straw; urday visitor.
nation.
Bible School meets at 9 a. m. Sub ford, entertained at luncheon arid 753 Astor street, Norristown, was Doyle'
6 22 2 8 .863 11 13 4 .857 1 0 0
9 1 1 0 2 0
1 He picked up a brqom and hit his
Preaching service will be held in
The parade was not exclusively a
ject for study: “Moses Honored in His cards at the Perkioftien Terrace, Gra- knocked down by an automobile while D erk ____a ........ 13 39 9 34 .358 6 85 4 .911 2 4 0 24 0 0 9 7 1 9 wife. The handle broke; Then he the United Evangelical church on
at
play
in
front
of
his
home,
Satur
*D.
H
a
rn
e
r
,
.
,
.
2
0
76
12
27
.855
194
9
7
.966
1
1
1
33
9
4
6
6
1
20
Death.” Deut. 32:45-50.
picked up a chair and before his tem Sunday, October 17, at 2:30 p. m.; display of male prowess, as there
terford, on Tuesday afternoon. The
1 41 '10 14 ,341 21 : 2 2 1.000 1 0 0
15 ,2 ,1 10 3 1 5 per cooled his partner lay a mutilated Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. C. E. on were quite a number of groups com
Christian Endeavor meets at 6.30. following ladies were present and en day night. The resulting injuries M anger
15 47
6 16 340 18 3 0 /2 .960 1 0 0
17 1 3 1 6 0 6 bleeding mass on the dining room
The Senior Organized Bible Classes joyed a fine afternoon: Mrs. Edwin caused the little hoy’s death, Sunday Moore .
Sunday evening at 7.30 o’clock. Wil posed of fair-cheeked nurses and YeoT. H a rn e r .
.20 86 .13- 24 .279 3041' l l
.865 4 0 0 28 5 l ' S ’l l 0 23
were entertained in the home of Mr. Johnson, Mrs. Perry Miller, Mrs, Dan morning.
floor,
Moral—Girls
don’t
be
naggers.
ling
Workers Society will hold their manettes. Bands consisting of girls
M usselm an . . . .
6 11_- 0 0 .272
2 7 3 .750 0 0 0 .
3 0 0 0 2 0 0
and Mrs. Joseph C, Landes on Tues iel Bartman and MissyVerda Keyser,regular monthly meeting on Saturday, played “Over. There” and “Mam’selle”
H ospidor
16 5 9 '
9 16 .271 83 12 / 3 .969 5 1 1
26 2 4 2 12 1 12
The important part the so-called
with a vim. Women aslo played an
day evening.
CARD PARTY AND GAMES
of Collegeville; Mrs. Harvey JidmeF ra n c is
15 54
8 IS .240 26 " 1 ' 0 1.000 0 0 0 13 4 2 6,10 0 4 “breaks” play in baseball, our great October 16 at 2,30 p. m. Everybody,
important part as characters on floats.
The Collegeville W. C. T. U. meet man, Mrs, Norman Grubb and Mrs.
The card party and games to be W ien . . . . . . . . . . IQ 18 2, 4 .222 / 7 0 0 1.000 1 0 0 J 1 ,0 0 1 1 2 national sport, can be gleaned in an welcome.
Pennsylvania had eight floats: The
ing will be held in the’ home of Mrs. Frank Peterman, of Limerick; Mrs. given by the ladies of the Auxiliary A,rmpriester . . . . 15 63 10 13 .206 41 10 7 .875 3 0 0 18‘ 1 3 4 4 0 6
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
Frankford Arsenal, Guarding of the
Agnes McGrory on Wednesday at Morgan Weber and Mrs. Stroud Weber pf Byron Fegely Post No. 119, in J. Scheldt . . . ----10
39 4 7 ,179 28 24 5 .901 3 0 . 0 10 2 2 6 2 3 4 other coliimn from the comparative
2.80' p. m.
The Rally Day service by the Sun Legion Orphans, the Spirit of Service,
of Evansburg; Mrs; Edward Beckman, T. Keyser’s Freeland House, College O randash i ........ 5 20 0 8 .150 9 1 0 1.000 1 1 0 6 0 0 0 3 1 2 scores of the Collegeville team and
The Girls’ Missionary Guild will Mrs. Emily Rommel, of Trappe; Mrs. ville, Thursday evening, October 21, D ale . . . . / ; ........ 15 47 6 7 .148 22 , 2 0 1.000 0 0 0 6 0 0 3 ,3 1 2 her opponents during the 1926 Perkio day School was" held last Sunday the Legion’s Fostering of Education,
3 1 0 .000
1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0
0
0 1 1 1 0 6“ men League race. Collegeville finish morning. There was an attendance of the Spirit of the Legion, portrayed by
meet- with Miss Emma Umstead on Harry Dambly, of Skippack; Mrs. will be one of the prominent social ^cheffey . . . . . . . . . 3
Tuesday, October *19, at 7.30.
William Holland, of Phoenixville; events of the season. The sale of tick Yerk ..................... 1 1 li u .000 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ed second a game to the rear of. the 200 scholars, besides a large number a girl in white; the famous 40 and 8
1
1 0 0 .000
0
0 0 .006 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 O pennant winning Schwenksville team; of ■the congregation present. There box car, a float with first-aid nurses
The Mission Band meets on Monday Mrs. John Klein, of Rahns, and Mrs. ets, now in progress, indicates a largei Ohl .............
T e a m ' A verage .. 20 712 116 204' .286 650 246 51 .939 34 9 4 268 37 31 56 78 13
yet in the 20 games 'Collegeville play- was a claSs with a 100 per cent at- and the invalid buddies riding with'
afternoon at 3.30 in the church.
Elsie Lawrence, of Graterford.
attendance.
Opponents . . . . . . 20 678 68 156 ,230 535 259 41 .950 24 5 0 190 12 26 46 110 8
(Continued on page 4)
post colors.
(Continued on page 4)
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The character of the exercises attending the commemoration
of the 180th anniversary of the birth of General Peter Muhlenberg,
at the Lutheran church, Trappe, last Sunday afternoon, and the
large gathering of interested people, gave evidence of the yet exist
ing patriotic sentiment concerning the early fathers and warriors of
our nation. General Muhlenberg sustained an heroic part in the
sanguinary engagements of the Revolutionary period. Since
the civil and military achievements of that period culminated
in the “ birth of a nation” dedicated to human liberty and the exer
cise of the right of government by virtue of the consent of the gov.
ernment, it is important that renewed emphasis, in a public
manner, be placed upon the services of those who actively partici
pated in the struggles attending the founding of the American
Republic. Modern citizens of the United States are not as mindful
as they should be of the vital importance of rightful human liberty.
They have become so accustomed to the benign blessings of the
“ people’s government” as to become very careless respecting the
ever existing sacred duty which demands watchful guardianship on
their part, lest the insidious foes, variously garbed and masked,
succeed in undermining and overthrowing the imposing and pro
tecting structure reared by and through the hardships and sacri
fices of those who figured in the colonial and later periods of
American life and . government. It is frequently apparent ttiat
to the average citizen human liberty, by reason of its general
application, ha6 become so common as to be taken for granted,
without due, as well as serious, consideration of its pre-eminent
importance. The protection of every citizen in his or her just
rights and liberties, equal justice to all, the maintenance of re.
ligious freedom (which virtually means the separation of church
and state) are guaranteed by> the Bill of Rights and the Constitution
of the United States. Every vital part, as noted, of our govern
ment is being constantly ignored by selfish and sordid in
fluences common to the more or less inhuman machinations of a
considerable portion of mankind. These influences, however sinister
and hidden, always have and always will constitute the potencies
destructive of any form of government. Therefore, the lurking
and more conspicuous dangers •confronting our free institutions;
therefore, the importance of watchfulness, of insistent opposition
to the destructive influences characterized by the usurpation of
governmental power in behalf of the enemies within our borders,
bent upon subjugating the power of the people for personal and
corporate aggrandizement, while at the same time fastening the
yokes of tyranny about the necks of their fellow countrymen.

Almshouse Child Who
Won Favor of World
When Jenny Lind, the “Swedish
Nightingale,” was a child in Stock
holm she accompanied her grandmoth
er to an old women’s home to which
poverty had consigned h er; and at the
window of the almshouse Jenny would
sit In the sun and sing. Some one
heard the child and told of her sweet
voice, and- before long .she was en
rolled as a pupil at the Royal opera
house, Stockholm, and trained at the
expense of the government.
In her early twenties her tri
umphs began. Europe contracted a
Jenny Lind madness. Her gentle
beauty, her exquisite voice, her
charming personality, her amazing
histrionic ability, and above all, her
sincerity, her precious quality of con
viction, set the world afire, and for
years she toured Europe and America
in one long pageant of triumphs. It
was in America that she met a mu
sician, Otto Goldschmdit, whom she
married.
At the zenith of her career, with
an adoring world at her feet, she de
cided to give up all for home quiet
and peace. In 1848 she made her last
appearance as an opera star. There
after she sang only in concerts and
oratorios, Following her marriage
she lived in England and gave up her
musical career. Of the $250,000 she
made on her American tour, she gave
$40,000 at once to charity. She lived
for 35 years after her retirement,—
Mentor Magazine.

Planned to Connect
England and France
For more than a century plans have
been discussed frojn time, to time for
constructing a tunnel under the Eng
lish . channel, but the project never
figs been seriously attempted. The
first person to propose a tunnel was
a French engineer . named Mathieu,
Later Thome de Gamond, another
Frenchman, managed to excite much
Interest in an idea for submerging a
series of iron tubes and in the con
struction of a tunnel proper and he
obtained the support of the French
emperor in the tunnel plan. Thirty
years ago a channel bridge.of colossal
dimensions tickled the public fancy.
It was tp cost $150,000,000 and at com
pany actually was formed to carry
out the proposal, but the formation of
the company was as far as It went
More startling.Was an idea for build,
ing two Immense chutes, one on each,
side of the straits, by means of which
passengers could be projected quickly
from, one country to the other.-London Tit-Bits.

Hymn an Inspiration

According to the story ,of the com
position. of “Rock of Ages,” Wesrey,
the great leader and hymn writer
and Toplafly, the Anglican church.
mam met a n d . were drawn into 1
very heated argument over some cun
rent theological questions.
They,
---------------0—-----------argued u n til. long after midnight.
Neither, yielded a point. When thej
IN T H E L IN E OF PRO PH ECY.
separated, Toplady was wrought uj
Prophecy i : The prophecy—promulgated by somebody, of course to a high state of spiritual excite
—that the science.of chemistry will evolve pills that will contain ment. Not being able to sleep, he sal
and thought. In a moment of exalta
the nutritive value’ of an entire meal. Before this prophecy is ful tion the words of the hymn, “R od
filled the chemists and physiologists will have to devise some pro. of Ages,” began to come to his mind
He began to write. Before dawn h«
cess whereby a considerable portion of the internal anatomy of the had produced this master hvmn-

human animal can be very much “ transmogrified” —changed. With
naught for the stomach and intestines to do but just act upon and
assimilate a food pill, there Would, in the absence of sufficient
activity, ensue a gradual elimination of .digestive tracts. Try to
imagine a man with just one food pipeline of circumscribed circum
ference. Wouldn’t he cut a figure trying to wear a belt ? Prophecy
2: Liquid and soft foods, requiring no teeth work will, in the course of
a long period of time, result in a toothless human animal. Then it
will be all gum work. Store teeth will pass out, except as lip ex
tenders. Well, there is considerable evidence to encourage the ac
ceptance of this prophecy as a prophecy that may be fulfilled within
the next 10,000 years.
0 - -------------

......

— 0 - -------------

'

«

The world’s estimated death rate Is
one every second. It is even faster
than that, for 68 deaths occur every
minute, 97,920 a day, and 35,740,800 a
year. At the same time, never before
during recorded history, has the world
contained so many people. . Eut, in
every civilized country families grow
smaller. The world never has been
overpopulated so far as we know.
Nature probably will see to it that it
never is.—Capper’s Weekly.

Beliefs of Great Men
The exact religious views of Lin
coln and Jefferson have long been dis
puted. Neither of them were church
members in the technical sense. Jef
ferson was of Episcopalian ancestry.
When he. was in Philadelphia he often
attended the Unitarian church. Al
though Lincoln was not a church
member, he attended a Presbyterian
church regularly when President.—
Pathfinder -Magazine.

Accounting for “Island*
“Island” Is an Anglo-Saxon word of
which the derivation is not clear.
Probably it followed the custom ob
served in saying headland, neck of
land; tongue of land, brow of a hill,
mouth of a river, back, or foot of a
hill and arm of the- sea. Its resem
blance to an eye led it to be called
an island. The “s” probably resulted
from confusion with the French word
Isla

Dwarf Trees Perfect

“Always wear a napron when eat
ing a. norange,” may not meet with the,
approval of a modern,proofreader, but
two centuries ago, “napron". and
“norange” were correct. The change
.in spelling of these words is attributed
to an error made by some one, who,
being unfamiliar, with them, guessed
at the proper place to put the letter
“n”—and, guessed wrong. “Napron
had its derivation from “napkin’.’ or
“nap,”, while “norange” was the Eng
lish spelling given the. Spanish word,
“naranda.’V______________

Famous Inscription ,
The book held in the left hand of
the Statue of Liberty represents a
"Book of Laws,” which the sculptor,
Bartholdi, says was to. remind the In
coming immigrants, that without obe
dience to law there': could be no true
liberty. The Inscription thereon reads:
“July IV. MDCCCLXXVI.” It was the
Intention of the French to present the
gift upon, the hundredth anniversary
of our Independence. There was
delay and disappointment, and. the of*
'ficial presentation. was not made nntll July 4, 1884, In Paris,

F O R G IV E N E S S !
To the .worthy son of a worthy sire and the grandson of a
worthy grandsire: All is forgiven! The plagiaristic act— though
indicative more of oversight than of intention—was a rather
flagrant one. However, the lighted lamp of forgiveness, guiding a
sinner homeward and back to duty, is far more to be desired than
wrath and unforgiving condemnation. The editor of T h e I n d e 
p e n d e n t dismisses bygones and extends cordial greetings to the
Minds Her Own Business
young and vigorous editor—editor Spatz the third—of the BoyerAn old farmer was driving a mare
town Democrat. If it had been Dad Spatz— “ law m e !”—the that Interfered very badly. A pass
ing friend, observing the mare’s an
“ Washington Street Girl” might be taking a vacation!

Making Traveling Easy
If they, make motor busses much
longer,- passengers will be able to
reach their destinations .by merely
stepping oyer the. seats.

The Bald Blonde
A Viennese clerk sued for divorce
because, after marriage, be found that,
his w ife^a beautiful blonde—was as
bald as a billiard bail.

A>ea of Baltic
The Baltic sea is about 980 miles
long by from 50 to 425 In width and
has an area of approximately 160,000
square miles.

Think of That
It Is not improbable that the young
people of the present will be the re
formers of the future.—Toledo Blade.
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For the good of the health in Hj
your home cistern water should
be sanitary for all domestic use. jjs
I am wholesale agent for the U. J
S. CISTERN FILTER. This S
FILTER will not freeze in cold #
weather. Call and see it for *
yourself. Write for prices.
J
I furnish Heaters, Ranges, and |
do Tin, Slate and Slag Roofing, jjj
Spouting and Gutter Work. Have sk
had 20 years experience. Favor #
me. with your order.
jjj
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ELLWOOD L. HOFMASTER

A

World Must Be “Shown”

Webster Made Change
Noah Webster, author of the “Amer
ican Dictionary of the English Lan
guage,” was responsible for the
change, in America of the-“our" end
ing to “or." Thus labour, honour, behaylour have become labor, honor
and behavior In. this country.

Marriage of Ex-Empress
Maria Louisa, daughter of the Aus
trian. emperor, whom, Napoleon mar
ried, in 1810, after divorcing Jose
phine, remarried after his. death In
1821, Her second husband was Count
Nlpperg, an Austrian general.

Simply Too Noisy
Betty Marie has a new baby brother.
Saturday night Baby Dick was rather
fretful, having cried for some time.
Finally Betty turned to her grand
mother and said: “Grandma, 1 simply
cannot stand that noise.”

Manila Harbor
Before the American occupation,
large ships were forced to lie two or
three miles off shore at Manila. An
inclosed harbor has been built by con
structing a long breakwater and_
dredging. _______________

Old Monument Gone
In “The Innocents Abroad” Mark
Twain tells of ,an inscription which
reads. “We are the Canaanites driven
out. of Canaan by the Jewish robber,
Joshua.” The monument bearing it
was described by Roman historians
2;OOQ years ago as standing in the
streets of Tangier. It is not known
what became of this monument, but
the people of Tangier today still point
out where it stood.

Corn Aid to Civilization

Whence “Old Harry”

“Old Harry!’ is believed to he q, cor
ruption of “Old Hairy.” In olden days
his Satanic, majesty was frequently
pictured as a:hairy old fellow.

In the Amorous Vein
Inquiry for the book, “Veins and
Adenoids,”'a t a library turned out to
mean Shakespeare’s “Venus and
Adonis.”—Boston Transcript.

Brother Williams
Always de po’ man is answered
w’en he prays, fer If he wuzn’t, de
angels wouldn’t git any rest.—Atlanta
Constitution.

First Lithographer
Aloys Senefelder, a poor Bohemian
dramatist, resident In Munich, acci
dentally Invented the art of lithogra-
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G re a t R u g S a le
You can sa v e 20 to 50 per cent

PALISADE VELVET RUGS
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9

X 12

Feet

$31.50

Value

$50.00

M
6

X 10»/2 Feet

26.50

Value

45.00

X

17.50

Value

31.00

9

%

Feet

CARLTON AXMINSTER RUGS

jj*

Feet

$38.50

Value

$55.00

8i/4 X 10y2 Feet

35.50

Value

50.00

6

23.50

Value

45.00

9

1 HAND MADE & LONG FILLER |

If you want to BUY or

X 12

X

9

Feet

SELL A PROPERTY

COLONIAL VELVET RUGS

or, if you
Want the Best Service in Prop
erty or Automobile Insurance
Be Sure to Consult

Feet

$37.50

Value

$55,00

8 !4 X 10i/2 Feet
Feet
7Vz X 9

34.50

Value

50.00

24.50

Value

42.50

9

JOHN A. JOHNSON

X 12

403 Swede street,
Over P. & W. Station
Phone 232
Norristown, Pa.

KALONAH VELVET RUGS
$23.50

Tom: “I call that ingratitude.” Jack
“What now?” Tom :,“After I teach
that girl to swim she goes to another
fellow for a post-graduate course.”—
Boston Transcript.

S f v

Coloring of tBricks

The world does not want to know
what you think you can do ; it waits
for you to show it, what you can do.
It is achievement that counts. It is
even chary, of taking the will for the
deed—though good Intentions may
count in the sight of Heaven.—Ex
change.
N

B e a u t if y th e H o m e

* Second Ave. Collegeville, Pa. sp
*
*
****************************

| Keystone Cigar |

Of Prehistoric Age

i Common bricks, are, red because
there is iron in., the. day. Ordinary
white bricks owe their color to lime.
Lime and iron make a cream-colored
brick.. Brown bricks are due to the
presence of magnesia, and yellow
bricks to a combination of magnesia
and iron._______

%

THE

*
*

A seven-foot tusk belonging to some FOR SALE: A Full Line of
prehistoric animal was unearthed in
Reliable
a cave in. Portland quarries. It crum
bled while being dug out, but was
Agricultural Implements
carefully preserved for examination
Every
implement guaranteed.
Our
by.the Natural History museum au
motto
is:
SERVICE.
Give
us
a
call.
thorities. A fossilized tooth was also
found. In the same cave.
HERBERT HOYER
Trappe,
Pa.
Assyrians as Scientists
Phone 29-R-12 Collegevile.
According to R. 0.: Thompson, scien
tist, the Assyrians were , among the
greatest scientists, of antiquity. They
knew, 250.drug4plants, could make col
ored . glass, were expert mathemati
m
cians, distinguished between the solar
and lunar years and were able to fore
tell lunar eclipses.

When nomadic peoples first began
to grow their food and store It, in
stead of going out to hunt each day’s
rations or pick them in the convenient
forests, they had to settle down near
their fields . and devote their spare
tics, cried o u t:.
“Say, SI, that mare of. yours Inter time to some of the finer arts of life.-----------i— 0 ----------- —
Thus . civilization .advanced hand in
feres pretty bad, don’t she?”
IN C R E A SIN G COST OF S T A T E G O V ERN M EN TS.
Si, amused, spat voluminously, and hand with the cultivation of corn.
shrilled, “Yeh, she Interferes, all
The United States Department of Commerce shows that cost right;
Word’s Meaning' Changed
but she don’t Interfere with no
of state government has increased more than one billion dollarsjn body out her self.!/—Everybody’s
A cockney is a native of London or
the ten years, since the World War, or from $517,503,220 in 19x7, Magazine.
one born within the sound ‘o f' “Bow
Bells." Originally it meant a spoiled
’ to $1,614,562,230 in 1925.
Painful Extraction
or effeminate boy. It Is derived from
Out of the above state expenditures for 1925, permanent im
Gas Is generally supposed to ease the word- “cockering," meaning fool
provements absorbed $579,084,195, 83.2 per, cent of which sum, or the palm, But.it doesn’t seem to when ishly petting a person. Halllwell
$481,700,000, was spent on highways. Of the remainder, educa we haye to pay an extra cent or two states that some writers trace the
tional institutions took $36,072,861, and charities, hospitals' and for automobile “gas.”—Los Angeles word7to the Imaginary land of CockTimes.
ayene. the lubber land of olden times
penal institutions took $25,400,155.

The balance, $1,035,478,035, was devoted to maintenance and
operation of the state governments. QLthis amount, education
took 38.4 per cent, charities, hospitals ancr correction 16.3 per cent,
maintenance of existing highways 13.9 per cent, general govern
ment 8.3 per cent. Protection, conservation, health, recreation and
miscellaneous— including soldiers’ bonus, took the balance.
Revenue for the 48 states for the year was $1,485,242,240,
which was $129,319,990 less than expenditures. The deficit was
covered by sale of bonds. Only 17 out of the 48 states had
sufficient revenue to meet their expenses, although total revenues
increased $115,176,000 over previous year.
The figures do not show the ratio of the increase in taxation
compared to the increase in taxable wealth,,but in most states the
former far outstrips the latter.
And when will the increase in the cost of state governments
end ? That is the question that confronts taxpayers. At the
present ratio of increase in many states it will remain only a
question of time when taxes imposed will equal in amount the
value of all the real estate and other property within the borders of
the states. And then ?

FARM CALENDAR
Hogging off Corn Pays—Hogging
off corn is an economical way of put
ting gains on hogs. It saves the
labor of husking and cribbing corn
and the work of feeding. Cost ac
count records kept last year by a suc
cessful Pennsylvania farmer revealed
that the returns from hogged-off corn
were three times the price of com
on the local market.
Know Your Vegetables—If you
have kept notes on the behavior of
certain varieties of vegetables this
year you will know which ones to
plant next year. Also consider the
quality of the seed you had this year.
Did it germinate well under the pre
vailing soil and weather conditions ?
Profit by this year’s experience and
get seeds that will germinate well
and produce vegetables, of fine quality
and flavor, and also early ones.
Quality Influences Price—Instances
of a variation of from 18 to 39 cents
in the price of eggs received by farm 
ers often are noted at this time of
year. Local market conditions and
methods of selling frequently have, an
influence, but the quality of eggs pro
duced is the chief cause of this dif
ference in price. Small, dirty; old
eggs will not command the price of
large, clean, fresh eggs.

Dwarfed trees, 300 varieties of
Can you find a better smoke on ■
them, were recently exhibited in
the market for 5c than the Key- &
Tokyo. Some of the trees were only
stone.
I|
a foot high but rs perfect In detail as
any monarch of the forest. Some
David L. Trucksess
were sold for $6,000 each. Evergreens
Fairview Village, Pa.
are the trees usually dwarfed. They
H
Phones:
Collegeville 144-r-2
are skillfully fed starvation portions
Norristown 1648-r-4
of water and shaped with stocks.

Big Executive*s Plan
The president of one of the largest
public utilities corporations in the
country, who began as an underclerk,
frankly admits that his organization
makes a practice of paying beginners
a little less then they are worth.
Why? Because they can speed the
new man up by a raise a short while
after he has joined the concern and
they know he’s a comer. That in
sures loyality to the corporation and
keeps men on their toes. And it
breeds the desire to get another raise.
—Raul Kinkead in Liberty.

Ancient Spelling

MOB LAW IN SOUTH CARO LINA.
Another outbreak of mob violence in the South. This time
in Aiken, S. C., October 8. Three negro victims. Their bodies
riddled with buyets. The negroes had been tried the second time
for slaying a sheriff during a raid on their home in April, 1925. At
the first trial all were convicted, the men being sentenced to death
and the woman to life imprisonment. The State Supreme Court
granted a new hearing. This was not satisfactory to those who
composed the mob that, in the darkness of night, scared the jailer
and took the negroes to a wooden section, where bullets ended their
existence. Another stigma upon South Carolina. How many
more ? “ The onward march of civilization” is but a snail’s pace in
some sections of the United States.:

Death Never Idle

9 x 1 2 feet

$23.50

Value $39

BUY RUGS NOW AND SAVE MONEY

e
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Another Big Worth While

Flour Sale

P O L E Y ’S

For T h is W eek -E n d t

Gold Medal

(Solb Seal

Ceresota

F a m ily

Pillsbury

FLOUR

FLOUR

12 -ft

12-lb
bag

55c

bag

48=16

59c
$2.35

48=tb

$£20

bag

General Store &Meat Market

bag

QUALITY STEER BEEF, PORK, VEAL and LAMB
GROCERIES, FRUITS, VEGETABLES
f

ASC0 Baking P o w d e r ........................ .... can 5c, 10c, 20c

^California ASPMgtlS

17c I VoT
25C
ASCO Beans with Pork 3
Umderwood’s Deviled Ham 3 23c
15C
ASCO Tomatoe Sonp

4

j ,

If •

DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS

“
Buy your winter supply while this special price prevails.
cans

2s

YEAG LEand PO LEY

cans

5th Ave. and Main Street

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Home-Baking Necessities !
1
California Seedless Raisins ..................... pkg 10c
California Seeded Raisins . ......................Pkg 13c
ASC0 Ground Ginger.................................... can 7c
ASCO Ground C innam on............................... can 7c
Brer Rabbit New Orleans M olasses. , can 17c, 30c
Snowdrift S h o r te n in g ........................
ft can 23c
CnSCO (For Baking, Frying, Shortening)

lb can 2Sc

Pulverized or Confectioners’ S u g a r .. 3 Pkgs 25c
Pure Vanilla E x t r a c t ............
bot 16c, 30c
Baker’s Fresh Grated C o c o n u t............
can 16c
Balter’s Shredded Coconut . ............ Pkg 7c, 14c
ASCO Pure Dutch C o c o a ___ ____ l/ 2 16 can 20c

I FRIGIDAIRE
■

i

FOR HOT W EATHER!
FRIGIDAIRE will keep the things you eat COLDER-BETTERLONGER.

. WE HAVE A BLEND FOR EVERY TASTE!
ASCO TEAS

,

W ft pkg 17C ; ib 65c

The FRIGIDAIRE cooling unit is equivalent to a 200 pound cake
of ice. It is 12 degrees colder than ice and never melts.

Orange Pekoe, India Ceylon, Old Country Style
% ft pkg

ASCO TEAS

14c

:.ft 55c

You can have a Frigidaire consisting of a cooling »unit, which
takes the place of ice in the refrigerator, and the compressor unit,
usually put in the basement, installed in your1 ice box a t home in a
few hours.

Plain Black or Mixed
ft Tin 7 5c

PRIDE OF KILLARNEY TEA
Fresh Pack
Gold Seal

ASCO
Self Raising

Large Meaty
Santa Clara

Rolled White Oats

Buckwheat

pkg 9c : 3 Pkgs 25c

Pkg | Oc

Prunes
2 ft? 25c

Write and ask us now for more information, !

GEO. F. CLAMER

Yes l There’s a Difference
And you’ll taste it the minute you drink a cup
of the delicious ASCO Blend.

ASCO Coffee

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

42c

ft
Easily 55c Quality. . Convincingly'good and Decidedly Different!

New Crop— 1926 Pack— Fruits and Vegetables !
ASCO Crushed Sugar C o r n ................... .. can 12*4c
Sweet Tender Sugar Corn ..................... 2 cans 19c
ASCO Fancy Sifted Peas . . . . %.................\ can 18c
ASCO Small Sifted P e a s ............................... can 23c
ASCO Large Green Lima B e a n s ....................can 20c
ASCO California P e a c h e s ......................big can 25c
ASCO California Apri c ot s . . . . . . . can 15c, 29c
ASCO Royal Anne C h er r ies.............. ..
can 23c
ASCO California Bartlett Pears .............big can 29c
Your Cost of Living Will be Less if You
Buy All Your Table Needs in Our S to r es!
THESE 'PRICES EFFECTIVE
IN OUR COLLEGEVILLE STORE

\i
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If you are wearing glasses and your eyes are not comfortable
*
*
the glasses are not correcting your defect—be sure that your
*
present glasses-are what you require. Have them certified and
*
*
if necessary corrected.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
206 DeKaib Street, Norristown, Pa.
*
*
*
Established 1879
*
Thomas H. Parker, O. D.
Chas. E. Parker, O. D. « *
*
Licensed and Registered Optometrists.
*

YOUR EYES

A. B. Parker & Bro., Optometrists

If you want anything advertise in The Independent.
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MUSIC LOVERS HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR

I
L A M B ’S
i
j 26TH ANNIVERSARYSALE j

«S) b y W . G. C h a p m a n .)

BRILLIANT flash shot across
a stretch of greenery where a
valley cut the contour of a
flowery isle, set like a glowing
gem in the midst of. an emerald sea.
Instantly a responding flash criss
crossed the other. There was more
rapid heliograph signaling. Then
within the hour two young men met
•n the shelving beach.
Each carried a netted knapsack
across the shoulders. From it pro
truded the signal mirror, and through
the meshes could be seen various
scientific instruments,’ such as com
passes, theodolites and measuring
and surveying devices. Besides this
outfit, a package now produced held
a goodly array of compact but nour
ishing edibles. They seated them
The Pianos, we offer during this annual Sale are
selves on the grass and began to dis
selected at least two months prior to our Anniversary
cuss the same.
“Well, Harper,” spoke the one who
Sale and are built by the manufacturer according to
had waited for the other,” I came out
our personal specifications. Being extra tuned, voiced,
here on this geographical survey for
regulated and finished.
a health and adventure. The first phase
of the situation has come out all right,
for I am eating like a horse and sleep
THE WORLD’S LEADING PIANOS
ing like a top. The other end is
rather tame, though. The natives on
Such as
these islands seem, mild as mush. I’ve
STEINWAY, STULTZ & BAUER, BECKER BROS.,
seen no stir since we left Borneo.”
“If yo\i will cast your eye due west
MILTON and PREMIER
towards that distant speck, Elliott,"
jmd Harper pointed, “you will view a
Linked with the service of the leading Musical House
spot scarcely as quiescent as when, a
of the Schuylkill Valley form the Greatest Value Giving
week ago, we spent a pleasant three
days there with that rich exporter
Event of the year.
and his daughter.”
“Yotj mean Hedza?” asked Bruce
Elliott, his face instantly manifesting
THE WONDERFUL NEW
quickened Interest.
“Just that,” assented Harper. “On
the other side of the island here this
morning I ran across a native pearl
diver. He Informed me that the Briti,
who live on that nearest island to the
Gives you such music as you never heard before.
east, had made a sudden onslaught
on Hedza, looted the temple and car-;
The living singing, original. The real thing! Victor’s
ried away half a dozen native women,
exclusive principle “Matched Impedance” does it.
and among them this Miss Dewar.”
“Why", this is simply terrible!” ex
We will gladly play it for you. Come in today.
claimed Elliott, greatly concerned. He
had a most pleasing meinsry of the
young lady named,, All his heroic and
chivalrous Instincts were Immediately
aroused. He recalled the generous
hospitality extended towards himself
and was not ungrateful.
“Now, don’t get excited, Elliott,”
spoke Harper. “We can do positively,
nothing In this affair except to get cut
up or roasted alive if we venture out
side of our province and intrude on
24T HIGH STREET
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A
those close neighbors of ours, the
Briti. -If you are very anxious, as our
work here Is done, we can take each
our canoq and make for Hedza, and if
i i i i i i i a i i i i M i i i i n i u n u i u n u u H i i i i i i n i i i u i our services would be any good in a
■
m
rescue party, why, then the adventures
you so crave may come thick and
fa tiarper
st”
was of an easy-going, pmegmatic nature, and soon threw the in
cident of the moment off his mind.
Not so Bruce Elliott. He had not for
gotten Eleanor Dewar. Now that she
We mean business—don’t forget this. We don’t promise to give
was in deadly, peril, he could not rest.
you something for nothing, but we do say that we save you Fifty
When they stretched out for a night’s
Cents to One Dollar on Each Pair You Buy from us—or your
sleep he rolled and tossed.
money jvill be refunded—-ALL NEW GOODS.
Harper was snoring In dense slum
ber as Elliott arose shortly after mid
Men’s Oxfords or S h o e s ......................$3.00 to $10.50
night. He directed a brifef note to his
companion, telling him that he was de
Working S h o e s .................$2.00, $3J)0, $3.50 to $5.00
termined to reconnoiter Briti island
Men’s R u b b e r s............
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00
and would return that morning. He
took his traps with him, so as to im
press
any stray natives he might meet
Women’s Newest Styles in All Leathers, Pumps or Straps
with the idea that he was simply on
duty and . business bound. Then he
$2.45, $2.95, $3.45, $3.95, $4.50, $4.95,s$5.50, $6.50, $7,50
got into his canoe and paddled in the
direction of the little spot on the
BOYS’ SHOES ..............................$2.00, $2.95, $3.45, $3.95, $4.95
water a few miles distant to the north
YOUTH’S SB[OES .......................$2.00, $2.45, $3.00, $3.45, $3.95
east,
Elliott had heard at Hedza that
MISSES’ S H O E S _______ $2.00, $2.45, $2.95, $3.45, $3.95
those natives Isolated from the main
CHILDREN’S SHOES ............................. $1.50,$1.95, $2.45, $3.00
.Islands resented the invasion qf civili
INFANT’^ SHOES ............................ 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
zation, Colonel Dewar had encour- ■
aged commercial activities, and a brisk
EVERWEAR HOSIERY ouLwears others
export trade In the spices, dye woods
and metals of the archipelago had re
50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.45, $1.95
sulted. The Inhabitants of Briti had
shown their enmity towards the new
Triple toes and heels
system from the beginning. Now they
had been guilty of an overt act of
defiance and viciousness. As Elliott
realized that some of the tribes were
still given tQ. cannibalistic orgies and
PHILADELPHIA SHOE STORE
human sacrifices, be shuddered at a
thought of the possible fate of the
241 High Street
Pottstown, Pa.
gentle, refined young lady who had
so attracted him at Hedza.
Elliott beached bis canoe and set
Quality Footwear
Lowest Prices
out equipped with his usual surveying
outfit. He skirted the shore for some
hours without dlscoyerlng any signs
of the natives. As, however, Just after
sunrise, he mounted a steep declivity
to take a general suryey of .the island,
he saw coming rapidly In the same di
A FREED outfit in your home in
rection a group of warriors armed
with spears.
creases the value far above its
“They haVe caught sight of me,’’
cost.
ruminated Elliott, correctly, and at
the apex of the hill he unstrapped his
Utmost in heating comfort, econoutfit and made a play of being busy
ical in. fuel and easy to operate
at
his usual scientific observations.
features the
He counted on the natives accepting
this invasion, as peaceful, still he could
not reckon on this absolutely. The
sun was just right for heliographic
signaling. He began to flash a mes
Equipped when so ordered with
sage across the water, hoping Harper
grate bars suitable for burning
would catch it. Elliott stated his sit
the finer grades of coal.
uation, telling of the approaching sav
ages and directing If he did not soon
We carry in stock radiators, pipe
rejoin his friend that,Harper should
and fittings, valves and other
hasten to Hedza and urge forward a
specialties for complete heating
rescue party.
outfits.
Lf Elliojt had not used the helio
Visit our plant and show room.
graph his reception at the hands of
the natives might have been friendly,
The flashes, however, excited their

IOCT. 16th— OCT. 3 0th
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Two W eeks—Open Every Evening
Personally Selected and Constructed
Regular, Player, Grand and
Reproducing Pianos

S Orthophonic Victrola and Orthopkonic
Victrola-Radiola Combination

Special Value During Anniversary
Time

| LAM B’S MUSIC HOUSE

i Honest Shoes for Honest Honey

F. A. D UTTEN H O FER ’S

FREED BOILER

Freed Heater Com pany
AM ERICA N B O IL E R & FO U N D R IES CO.

Factory
Collegeville, Pa.

Telephone Collegeville 59
ESTABLISHED 1903

Factory
Oaks, Pa.

WALTER J. BURNS
District Representative
Telephone Collegeville 155

r?

Farmers, watch the market report.

Subscribe for The independent.

suspicions.. He was rudely seized.
The menacing actions of his captors
were shortly emphasized by the ar
rival of a plumed and bedizened chief,
who gave some gruff orders. Elliott
was bound hand and foot, placed on a
litter and borne along In ominous
silence until a spot was reached where
a great high post was set In the
ground about two hundred feet up a
steep declivity running sheer down to
the sea.
“Horrors!” gasped Bruce Elliott, as
nearing this giant stake he saw a hu
man form tied to it and recognized
Eleanor Dewar.
Great heaps of dried brush and dead
tree wood were massed up some twen
ty feet away. From what he had
learned of the hideous customs of
these people, Elliott at once surmised
that this fair captive was about to be
offered up as a living sacrifice to the
deities of the superstitious tribe.
Her lips 'whitened, a new despair
came into her anguished eyes as El
liott was led to the great stake and
secured to It with stout withes direct]v

a t h e r c id o

R o lh

nA rrm pohondod

tne nery doom that Hovered.
“I hoped for better fortune in seek
ing to be of aid to you,” he said.
“Then I am the cause of this fate—
yours as well as my own 1” breathed
Eleanor, distractedly.
He tried to comfort her, to arouse
her courage. All hope died out as he
saw a procession from the near vil
lage approach them, a gaudily be
decked priest at their head. A num
ber of the natives bore bundles of
sticks, evidently meant to feed the
sacrifice fire soon to surround the
stake.
Suddenly there was a rumble, and
joined with it frightened yells from
the natives. The ground rocked, the
scurrying throngs seemed to flatten
out and vanish, the earth yawned!
“An earthquake!” voiced the ap
palled Elliott, as the great stake Was
torn up and they,, bound to It, shot
down the steep incline and into the
sea.
One of those giant convulsions of
nature common to the island group
had Intervened to save those two Im
periled souls. The rough progress of
the stake loosened one of the withes
holding Elliott captive.
“Courage!” he spoke as they were
submerged, but Eleanor had fainted.
As he freed himself and then his
helpless charge, It was to hold to the
timber, safer afloat than on land.
The natives were too concerned for
their own security to note or care
What had become of their captives.
In two hours they reached the island
where Elliott had left his partner.
Before the day was over they were
able to hall a boat from Hedza, and
the following day Elliott restored his
precious charge to her anxious father.
There could be but one natural out
come to so impressive a situation. It
was “Eleanor” and “Bruce” before a
week had passed by,: and then, tn
rapid sequence, an engagement and a
wedding._____ l_________
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Built Fortune From
Picture Post Cards

H R . R U SSE L B. HUNSBERGtER

Sir Adolph Tuck was the picture
post card pioneer, says the Boston
Herald. His father, Raphael Tuck,
founded a firm making cheap pictures
for London only. The son rajpidly ex
tended the business to the British
Islands as a whole and then seized
upon the coming of the oleograph as
his opportunity for an enormous ex
pansion of his slowly developing in
dustry. He started with six sets of
designs, the next year there were
twenty, the third year fifty. He ob
tained. the aid of professional artists
and his competitive exhibitions of the
paintings to be reproduced on his
cards were attended by such crowds
as nowadays throng the movies.
He went one year to every one of
the royal academicians with requests
for new designs and not a few found
It consistent with their dignity to ac
cept his offers. Famous poets1wrote
verses for his cards. But. Tennyson
had the fortitude to refuse an offer of
1,000 guineas ($5,255) for 1,000 words
of verse. This indomitable and enter
prising promoter of an industry which
he had himself created spent many
weary weeks, in conference with the
postal authorities oyer the size of his
cards. His business success made him
a baronet and a prominent British
financier.
'

DENTIST
C O L L EG EV IL L E, PA. Office hours, 8 to
5. S atu rd ay , 8 to 12. S a tu rd ay afternoon
a n d evenings by appointm ent. P hone 141.
X -R ay E xam inations.
Q R , FR A N K B R A N D R E TH

Dentist
RO Y ERSPO RD, PA. P ra c tica l D entistry
a t honest prices.
0 R * CLARJ lSON ADDIS

C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

TH O M A S HALLMAN,

Attorney=at=Law

R.

Pa.
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MEN’S SUITS AT $25.00
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MEN’S SUITS AT $35.00
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|

MEN’S SUITS AT $45.00

I

MEN’S SUITS AT $50.00
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But what’s it all mean until you have stood in front of a mirror,
scrutinized the patterns, taken ahold of cloths, explored the fit of
the front, canvassed the lay of the back, examined the linings
pried into the stitching and put an official investigation into the
value?
X°u S hg^ee sooner or later that styles here are a dozen steps
ahead and values offerrealhonest-to-goodness investment. .

*
*
J
t|c
j

I

BEST BOYS’ FALL CLOTHES

l
•jj

Not only the best in cloth but the best in style.
Not only the finest qualities but the most genuine values.

sc

?

These seasonable things are now here—everything a bov wears—

jn

T
Let Your Boy Know How It Feels to Own the Best!

from Caps to Hose.

?

Suits from . . . .

Attorney=at=Law

$

7

|

*

TRU CK SES8

60 E . Penn S treet, N orristow n, P a .; Phone
615; R esidence: F airview Village. Phone
Collegeville 144-r-2.

Popular Russian Dish
Elaborate and Tasty

*

?
|

Attorney*at=Law

ROBERT

MEN’S SUITS AT $22.50

*

LO N G 8TRETH ,

1420 C hestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Room s 712-713.

|

2

515 SW E D E ST., NO RRISTOW N. PA.
A t m y residence, next door to N a tio n s1
B ank, Collegeville, every evening.
jyjAYNE

I11 every newspaper in every city you read

|T

, Veterinarian
Bell Phone

| Butw hat’s it allam ountto? I

ft*
*
He

.............$8.00

'

*
$

X

to $25.00

O’Coats from . . . . . .......... $6.50 to $25.00
L um berjacks.......... ............ $5,00 to $ 6.00
S w e a t e r s ................... ..........$3,00 to $ 6.00

Of Russia’s many national dishes, JA C O B C. B RO W ER
Solyanka is perhaps the most popular.
Woolen H o s e .......... .............. 75c to $ 1.25
Justice of the Peace
This Is a much more elaborate prep
aration than Vienna snitzel or Hun PO RT PR O V ID E N C E , PA. R eal E state
C a p s ...................
............ $1.00 to $ 1.50
and Insurance. Conveyancing and Col
garian goulash. It is rich and pi
lecting.
quant without being unduly heavy or
greasy, as are most Slav dishes.
To make it the Russian housewife JO H N H . CA SSELBERRY
takes 2 pounds of cooked beef, veal,
Surveyor and Conveyancer
ham or chicken, either singly or In
combination, 2 pounds of boiled cab EVANSBUHG— C O LLEG EV ILLE 3 . , D.
S a le s , clerked a n d all kinds of personal
207 HIGH STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA.
bage, % teaspoonful flour, 1 onion, 2 property
W aterways in Paths
and re al e state sold on com $
pickles, 10 olives; 10 pickled mush mission.
Traversed by Bison rooms, a few truffles and % pound
Many of the creeks and roads of the butter.
J j C. SHALLCROSS
Southwest may have had their origin
The onlou and cabbage are chopped '
in the paths worn by feet of the now fine and fried in butter until soft. The
Contractor and Builder
almost extinct bison.
meat Is cut Into thin slices. Then
G R A TER FO R D . PA,
- Scientists In making a survey of the the cook butters a deep pudding dish,
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
seml-artd lands of this section say that making It Inch deep with alternate
ork done. E stim a te s cheerfully fu rn 
within comparatively recent times layers of meat and ..cooked cabbage. w
ished.
well-beaten cow paths have worn The top layer should be of cabbage,
down lower and lower until heavy and on this is placed slices of pickled J j W . BROW N
spring rains, finding them a conven mushrooms, olives, truffles and pickles.
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
ient outlet, have eroded away a per
White sauce or brown beef sauce Is
manent channel. In this way, accord then poured over all and the dish is General Contracting and Con
ing to scientists, some of the larger baked in an oven for one hour and
crete Construction
streams may trace their beginning served hot in the same pudding dish,
back to paths made by the prehistoric with a sprinkling of chopped parsely
E x cav atin g and rigging. E stim ates free.
mastodons.
on ton. ___________ ___
The development of bison and cat
C S. KOONS
tle trails into modern public highways
Cathedral’s Fire Brigade
SCH W ENK SV1LLE. PA.
has followed a somewhat similar proc
St. Paul’ii cathedral in London has
ess of evolution. The trails leading Its own private fire brigade and wa
Slater and Roofer
from the range lands to the markets te r service. The water service was And dealer In Slate, S la te F lagging, Gray
of the North opened up passageways installed shortly before the World Stone, etc. E stim a te s furnished. W ork
that the covered wagon found a con war. Though the cathedral does not contracted a t lowest prices.
“BAKED GOODS OF THE BETTER GRADE”
venient guide on the long trek to the appear to the casual observer as be
Southwest. With the steady onrush ing a building that would burn easily, JjA B R Y M. P R IC E
of civilization the wagon roads of yes being mostly of stone, there are hid
AND EVERYTHING IN THE BAKER’S LINE
Painter and Paper-hanger
terday- have become the concrete high den away In the thickness of Its walls
ways of today.
and elsewhere in Its Interior several Clam or Ave., C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA . E s
ICE CREAM, CONFECTIONERY, TOBACCO, ETC.
hundred passages, corridors, rooms, tim ates a n d sam ples furnished. Good
W
ork,
rig
h
t
prices.
staircases
and
cupbbards
composed
Nothing New to Her
Orders a Specialty— We Deliver
“On the level,” said the plumber, largely of wood. The great outer
Phone 84-R-2
H. Ralph Graber
dome, which is to be seen from the JJA RRY J. MOSER, JR .
“Unison’s wife is the limit.”
“How’s that?” Inquired the carpen street, also Is made of wood, encased
with lead. Another reason for the Painting and Interior Decorating
ter.
“I sat back of them at a vaudeville Are brigade is the fact that most of SC H W EN K SV ILLE, P a. E stim a te s fu rn 
the wood In the structure Is many ished free. W ork gu aran teed 7|38|25|lyr
show the other evening.”
years old and unusually dry, making.
“Uh-huh—”
“And in one of the acts some jug It - excellent tinder In event a fire JO H N F . TYSON
W hy most •widows
glers used wide straw hats like should start in the building,—London
SLATING AND TINROOFING
Tit-Bits.
___________
boomerangs.”
must work fox a living . . .
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK
“I see.”
Optimistic Thought
v v
A V EN UE, T R A P P E , PA . W ork
“Unison said to his wife, ‘Isn’t it
“One nice thing about thin-soled SECOND
G
uaranteed.
E
stim
a
te
s
furnished
free,
wonderful how the hats can go out shoes In winter,” says Galatine phone 6 4 -r-ll.
— Will yours have to
l|2 1 |ly r.
and come back like that?’ ”
Travers, cheerfully, “is that no matter
go to rwork, too ?
“Yes—”
how cold your feet may get outside, It GEORGE P . CLAMER, C O LLEG EV ILLE
“And then; Mrs.. Umson replied: doesn’t take them half the morning to
U T of 100 average m en a t death, their
‘Oh, I don’t know. The one I shall warm up after you get Into a heated
respective estates are appraised approxi
PLU M BIN G A n d H E A T IN G
m
ately
as follow s :
have to use again this year has done room.”—Kansas City Star.
E L E C T R IC W IR IN G AND F IX T U R E S
that very thing half a dozen times.” ’
PN EU M A TIC W A T E R SYSTEMS
1 leaves W ealth
—Youngstown Telegram.
2 leave Comfort
F U E L O IL H E A T IN G SYSTEMS

Mosheim Clothing Co. I
*

Collegeville Bakery
Bread- P ies- B u n s- Rol Is-C akes

O

Marked Liberty’s Triumph

Useless
An ambulance driver, answering a
hurry call for an autp accident, found
nothing worse than an exasperated
motorist and a car stalled In the mud.
“Say,” said the driver, “I thought, you
said you wanted a pulmotor?" “I
did,” returned^ the car owner,; “but
how in the deuce are you going to pull
me out. With that?”—American Legion
Weekly.

Medieval Housekeeping

The treaty of Versailles between
Great Britain and the United States,
ending the American Revolution, was
signed September 3, 1783. Actual hos
tilities had ceased upon the surren
der of Cornwallis at Yorktown on Oc
tober 19, 1781.:

Famous Navigator
John Cabot, navigator, who discov
ered the continent of North America,
Is considered a Venetian. He was an
Italian navigator In the employ of the
English king, Henry VII, but the time
and place of his birth and death are
not known.

M RS. L. S. SCHATZ

T h e p rim iry object of Life In su ran ce is to create es
ta te s —T ru st Com panies w ere invented to adm inister
them . T ake out m ore Life In su ra n ce —and ask your
®geh t or o u r T ru st Officer a b o u t o u r Life Insurance
T ru s t P lan. F ree booklet on request.

Collegeville, P a.
H em stitching B uttons <Covered
Silk U nderw ear a n d Stockings
Bell Phone Collegeville 34-r-3

************************* *
*
*

|

Clarence W. Scheuren

%

|

j u s t i c e o f Th e p e a c e
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

*

*

£

J .
. T
The Borgia—I am entertaining sW e
•jf Real Estate
Insurance ij!
friends to dinner tomorrow—about
*
Auto Licenses
%
forty.
£ *************************
Master of the Revels—Then, my
Greatness Must Be Won
lord, I will have to order some more
There
are two ends to every ladder
poison—there’s only enough for twen
—and the bottom Is where one‘starts.
ty-five In the house._____
The man at the top, disappointing
t,hough he may look, did not fly there.
Proved His Contention
It is not often that men “have'great
There Is none so deaf as he who ness thrust upon them.”
will not hear, and there Is none go
feeble as he who hates manual work.
Missionary Statistics
The man detested it. He worked hard
The Protestant and Roman Catholic
and brilliantly with his head, and con
sequently only worked when he had to churches of Europe and America supwith his hands. At the earnest solici gort'54,000 missionaries, who minister
tation of some moving power he finally to more than 21,000,000 people, and
consented to mow the lawn. It was a teach 4,250,000 children In mission
long, dreary process to him, and he schools.
Here, Too
loved It less every minute he was on
the Job. When he finished he looked
For the tropics, special golf balls
at his hands partly In sorrow, partly are used to stand the heat. Even in
in triumph, and then he ujent to his this country we hawe seen a golfer
COAL FOR ALL PURPOSES
wife and stretched out tl|»se hands fan his ball for a long tftne before
And COAL that is GOOD, is the
accusingly. “See,” he said; “see those starting to play.—London Opinion.
ONLY KIND we have to offer.
blisters? Didn’t I tell*you that I
When you use our coal it will not be
wasn’t strong enough to do it?”—
found necessary to pile on shovelful
Nero Last of Family Line
Springfield Unipn.
Nero was the last of the imperial after shovelful, or continually rake out
It is clean, free' from slate,
family of Caesars, but thereafter ashes.
burns slowly, and give intense heat.
Tire-Changing Thinking
Caesar became a title of dignity. From Can you expect anything better ? Let
Roadside wit is, after all, the test the name were derived the German us know your wants and we will quote
of friendship. One1should not get in “kaiser’’ and Russian .. “tsar.”
you a price that will tempt you; etc.
too deep with people until one has
had a blowout with them.
Poultry Popular Food
The extra man in the car may be
The people of the United States eat
silent for a hundred miles, but be al annually more than 2,500,000 domestic
COAL, LUMBER, FEED
ways has plenty to say about the right fowls, Such as chickens, turkeys,
Collegeville. Pa.
way to jack-up somebody else’s ma ducks, geese, pigeons and guinea
chine.
fowls.
The passengers can trample forty
acres while the host Is bunting for a
Missing Essentials
»
lost wrench, or tinkering with a de
The old-fashioned man Would like to
mountable rim, but they never run
Into any poison Ivy. That’s always In know why ham and - eggs • never roll
the spot where the bedraggled owner out (ft the artist’s conception of the
sits down at the- picnic supper.—Kan horn of plenty.—Santa Barbara Daily
News.
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
sas City Star.

W. H. Gristock’s Sons

PERKIQMEH VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

Used to Make Medicines
The aborigines of tropical America
believed the fern to possess special
curative properties and when made
Into a sirup it was used for pulmo
nary and other internal ills. An oil
made from the male fern of a cer
tain species has long been and Is to
day highly valued by physicians as
an excellent vermifuge. In addition
to Jts medicinal virtues, the roots of
this fern are highly prized for making
beer and other beverages pleasing to
the taste. At the present time the
French believe fervently in the medi
cinal qualities of a sirup made from
this Vonus’fi-haix fern.

The First Cure
When Ananias came up before the
traffic court he said he thought he
was traveling about twenty miles an
hour.—Minneapolis Journal.

Easily the Best
“One of the hest family trees,” re
marked Eph: Snow, “Is the variety
that produces golden apples.”—Har
risburg Telegraph.

Quite Solid
A ,45-caliber revolver had been fired
at him, the bullet penetrating his skull
and entering the woodwork.—Tampa
Paper.

15 leave from $200O to $10,000
82 leave N othing

H A R D W A R E AND M ILL S U P P L IE S .

INCORPORATED MAY 13. 1871
OVER 55 YEARS IN BUSINESS

Insures Against Fire and Storm
Both on the Cash and
A ssessable Plan
Insurance in Force $26,000,000.00
Losses Paid to Date $1,000,000.00

Today*s C h ev ro let is a revelation in
q u ality m o to r c ar value, offering a t
$ 6 4 5 , a C O A C H th a t provides—
—b eau ty a n d rid in g co m fo rt th a t are
unsurpassed by an y o th e r car o f com 
p arab le price—
—econom y an d depen d ab ility th a t
establish n ew standards o f m o to r
ing delights—

Ks&9510
& & '* 6 4 5
g ffi“ s 7 3 5

765
H -T o n T ru ck
Chants Only - S i ^
1-T on T ru ck
Chassis Only
P ric e , f.o.b. Flint, M ich.

—th rillin g qualities o f perform ance
th a t stam p it as th e S m oothest C hev
ro le t in C h ev ro let h isto ry a n d th e
lead e r in its field.
L et us p ro v e C h ev ro let’s perform ance
a n d co m fo rt o n th e ro ad . O n ly th e n
w ill y o u realize th a t n o o th e r car—
w i t h le s s t h a n t h e b a c k i n g o f
C hevrolet’s a n d G en eral M otors’
tre m e n d o u s reso u rces— can possibly
offer q u ality so h ig h , a t a price so low!
Sm all dow n p a ym en t and. convenient
terms. A s k a b o u t our 6 % Purchase
C ertificate P lan.

S. B. TYSON
TRAPPE. PA.

Phone 33-r-2

QUALITY AT LOW COST

“Pa,” said Clarence, “an aviator
OFFICE: COLLEGEVILLE. PA.
aren’t they?” “All right, shoot,”
B. W. DAMBLY, President, Skippack. they both are always looking for a
ence as he made for the door.—CinA. D, FETTEROLF, Secretary.

and a pyromaniac are much alike,
growled his dad. “Why ?” “Because
good place to light,” grinned Clarcinnati Enquirer.

NEWS FROM OAKS

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
(Continued from page 1)

DRIVATE SALES OP
URSINUS BEARS LOSE TO
TWO CARLOADS OP
DELAWARE GRIDDERS, 6-0
Ohio C ow s!
(Continued from page 1)
Cherin performed brilliantly in the
m
m
Ursinus backfield. S. Moyer and W.
W ill be sold a t priv ate sale on T H U R S
Moyer also played nice games for the DAY, OCTOBER 14, 1926, a t m y stockyards, Perkiom en B ridge, Collegeville, Pa.,
Bears.
two carlo ad s of choice fresh a n d springer
Delaware was unable to make a cows, c arefully selected by F re d F ish er
Ohio. T hey a re the kind th a t Will
first down in the second half. The in
please fa rm e rs and dairym en.
Also S
Bears made seven first downs by feeding bulls. Come a n d look them over.
JO NAS P . F IS H E R
scrimmage to Delaware’s five during
the game.
Ursinus plays Franklin and Mar JUBLIC SALE OF
shall in the last home game of the
Fresh Cows
season on Patterson Field at 3 o’clock
Saturday afternoon, October 16. This
is the first Conference game. No
I. w ill sell a t public sale on MONDAY,
freshman will be eligible. F. & M. OCTOBER 18, 1926 a t E llis B u tt’s B lack
Rock
stables, some real cow s; re al big
is Ursinus’ traditional and bitter rival. cows, re
al baggers, real young cows, real
Ursinus
Position
Delaware old cows. Come- help m ake this a real
sale, a s I alw ay s sell th em ; never tak e any
Faust .. v .,. left e n d ---- ... Lohman back home. C redit given. Sale a t 1.30 p.
Hitchcock .. left tackle . . . . Boyer m. Conditions by.
S chell..........left g u a r d ............Reese W ayne P earson, Auct. H . J. MARCH.
J. H a rtm a n , Clerk.
Clark . . . . . . . . c e n te r......... Seybold
Jdetcalf . . . . right g u a r d ---- Angelo
Skinner ... right tackle .. Coppack PUBLIC SALE OF
Henkels ; . . . right end . . . . Glassner
Fresh Cows!
W. Moyer .. quarterback .. Creairier 2 STOCK BULLS, 100 HOGS, SKOATS
Cherin . . . . left halfback .. Loveland
An d f i g s
Benner .. right halfback Dq Joseph
S. Moyer . . . . fullback * . . . . . Flynn
Score by quarters:
W ill be sold a t public sale on W E D 
Delaware ................... 0 6 0 0—9 NESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1926, a t Lim erick
Square, 36 fresh a n d springer cows. Tw en
Ursinus .......... ........... , 0 . 0 0 0—0 ty of the cows and the hogs w ere bought
rig h t off the fa rm s of Clarion and In d ia n a
Substitutions: Ursinus—Mink for counties,
P a . H ogs a re vaccinated. The
Benner, Collie for Skinner, Strine for rem ainder of the cows a re an entire home
d ariy herd. Sale a t 1.30 p.fm. Conditions
Hitchcock, Haas for Cherin, McGar- by
;
''
*
vey for Metcalf, Jeffers for Haas, Erb
F . H. PETER M A N .
M.
B.
L
inderm
an,
clerk.
for S. Moyer.
v

jpfll s

COLLEGEVILLE

NATIONAL E i l

JEWELRY

Next Saturday evening. October 16,
the Young Men’s Bible Class of the tendance, that of Mrs. C. Hosea
Green Tree Brethren church will hold Walker. A fine program Was ren
an oyster supper in the annex. Every dered, consisting of* recitations and
fo r
...
7 g§g
body come and help the young men. exercises by the primary and junior
departments. The school sang in
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Harry spiring and uplifting songs. The pas
Bare entertained at their home on tor,’ Rev. Ohl delivered the address.
COMMERCIAL BANKING
Brower avenue: Miss Viola Laird, T. Promotion exercises were held in
Realizing that the success of local
Elmira Heights, of New York; Mr. connection with the service. Five little
A stock of quality
enterprises means our own success,
and Mrs. David Rezzer, of Mont girls were promoted to the junior de
Clare; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Weaver and partment, and several classes to other
jewelry that holds
and that of the community, we are
family, Cromby; Mr. and Mrs. Claude department’s. Mr. I. C. Landes, su
IN a wonderful range of beautiful shades
always ready to assist worthy en
suggestions for
Weaver and daughter Doris and Miss perintendent, had charge of the pro
terprises
according
to
their
re
and
handsome fabrics these suits, tail=
Sara Coine, of Philadelphia; Mr. and gram.
■
everyone.
quirements.
Mrs. Clyde Overdorf and son Jon
ored so superbly, are the finest things ■
Church Night will be held on Wed
athan, of Spring City, and Mrs. Wm. nesday evening. The men’s group will
The Commercial Department of this
we know of for Fall wear. Single and
Powell, Jr., of this place.
institution offers to business firms
be in charge of the pastor, and the
Mrs. Anna Otey, of Ithens, and Mr. women's in charge of Miss May W.
double breastefis— styled precisely to ■
every facility of. modern banking.
■
GEO, H. CLEMMER
Marshall ploud, of Llaherch, motored Pearson. The Ladies Aid will meet
the latest trend with the broadened
to this place and spent the afternoon after -the lectured. The subject of the
with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dettra.
evening will be “A Program for the
Jeweler
shoulders and the snug hips. Marvelous
COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
Dr. and , Mrs. Empy, of Camden, Rural Church.”
This
Bank
pays
3%
interest
In
its
values.
The “Big Four” classes held their
spent .Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. T.
Curren Arcade
monthly meetings and social last
E. Francis.
Savings Department on Certificates of
Monday
evening
in
the
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond' Bare had as
NORRISTOWN
Deposit, 31/2 % if left one year.
2 2 .5 O
$ 3 5 . $ 4 0 ..
guests, Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Howard School room. A special program was
given
by
the
committee
on
entertain
Heyser and daughters, Mary and Eve
.V
u uAA
ment, which was greatly enjoyed.
W..v.
A,y.
A.v.
A.y_
A.v,
A.v,
A.v.
A.v.
A.v.
A.V,
A.v.
A,y.
A.v.
A,y.
A.v.
A.v.
VV.v.
A,y.
7*,y.
A.y.
A.v.
a,y.
ad
"
lyn, of Trooper.
Many Have Two Pair Trousers
*
....
There
was
a
large
attendance
of
the
*
Mrs. Wm. Hoover, of Port Matilda,
*
is spending a few days with her son- of classes. Refreshments were served
*
S■
LIGHT LUNCHES
*
in-law and daughter, Mr. apd Mrs. by the social committee.
I
Regular services next jSunday as
*
Maurice Davis.
Ice Cream, Candies, Pies
follows:
Sunday school 9 a. m.
I
Mr. Charles Bessemer, of Brower church service, 10 a. m. and WO p.
I
avenue, resigned his position with Mr. m. The choir will render special mu
I Watkins’ Spices, Extracts, Cocoa ;
Fred Swier, of Phoenixville, to start sic at both services.
I
i
all kinds of Cosmetics, etc., and
in the plumbing business for himself.
■
Rev. Arthur C. Ohl conducted the
*
famous triedicinal’remedies.
*
Oh Sunddy Rev. Flannegan, rector funeral , services of Mr. Edward
I
of St. Paul’s church, had infant bap Shaeffei;, of Limerick. Services were
*
^N D
pUBLIC SALE OF
*
RAMBLING AT RANDOM
tism and four infants were baptized: held at the house and burial was made
I
-Mr. and Mrs. Norman McCurdy’s at Forrest Hill cemetery, near Beth(Continued from page 1)
Farm Stock, Machinery & Crops
CHOICE in topcoats is generous. Tube,
baby, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas’ two chil ayres.
ed
she
scored
116
runs
to
her
oppon
W ill be sold a t public sale oji T H U R S *
dren and Mr. and Mrs. Loughlin’s
OCTOBER 21, 1926, on the prem ises *
raglan or box models in single or double
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
ents 68. 204 hits were made to 156 by oDAY.
t th e undersigned on the G erm antow n $
child, of Port Kennedy.
PERKIOMEN LEAGUE BANQUET the opposing teams for a batting pike
n e ar Skippack bridge, L ow er P ro v i
breasteds. Several distinctive shades
a
good
u
p
-r
to
d
a
te
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Lee motored to,
township, the follow ing personal 1 THIRD AVE. & MAIN ST.
AT SPRING MOUNTAIN HOUSE average of .286 to her opponents .230. dence
H*
of blue and tan have been developed and
property
:
this place from State College where
D R U G
S T O R E
In fielding Collegeville was slightly
17 M IL K COWS, two heifers, one *
,
-------A. bounteous chicken dinner with all below the enemy nines with 51 errors stock bull. T his herd of cows is one *
they will spend some time with the
look their best in these rich woolen fab=
P. S.—I will 'continue to visit
Bowden family, Montgomery avenue. the fixin-’s, eloquent orations, a mix against 41 for an average of .939 of the best in th e county for production. $
s
h
o
u
ld
s
e
ll
rics. And they are uncommon values.
All the <cows of the herd have passed
homes atrd take orders for and de
Mr. William Willauer is ill with ture of poetry, music, minstrelsy and against .950. Collegeville hit 34 dou the T. B. test by the S ta te , B ay, m are, #ni liver
Watkins’,
products.
typhod fever. At this writing he is mirth featured the sixth annual Perk bles against 24, 9 triples against 5 sound, w orks anyw here, 14 y e ars o ld ; 200 T
s ,
Bring
M ACHINERY—M anure spreader, nearly * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
holding his own and as good as, can iomen Valley Baseball League ban and 4 home runs against none for a
l 8 . $ 2 5 . $ 3 0 .
quet held at the Spring Mountain total of 268 bases against 190. Col n e w ; riding 'cultiv ato r. Iro n A g e ; hay
■
be expected.
Your
tedder, h a y rake, m owing m achine, reaper
■
binder; corn m arker, 2 w alking cul
Miss Margaret' Bevan arrived from Housd, last Thursday evening. Praises legeville stole 37 bases against 12,, and
tivators, one 14-tooth; 25-tooth weeder,
H E R E
-Atlantic City Friday evening to see were lavished and the horn of plenty Had 31 sacrifices against 26. Walked T raylor trac to r, fine condition; T ray lo r
BUILD NOW
her father, Mr. Wm. Willauer, Who is blown for the Schwenksvillfe Legion’s 56 times against 46 and struck out plow ; lan d roller, p lan k ; springtooth h a r
We compound them just as
row, S yracuse plow,, fodder cutter, gas
pennant
winning
club
Who
were
presIn
a
Growing Section of
78 times against 110 wiffs by her op .engine, 31 h. p„ F a u ltle ss; body wagon,
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Mrs. Maggie Bohn, of Mont Clare, bunting and the 1926 championship.
CROPS—Ten acres of to rn by the shock,
pounded ; that is the right way.
$4.95 and Better
100 sheaves oats, 13J tons tim othy hay,
is spending a -few days with Mr. and
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Mrs. Ed. Litka.
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Mortgages
Oh Sunday Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Bech style. The main speakers introduced quite a unique situation.
cans, two sm all top m ilk pails, D rum m ilk
cooler, 10,000 bottle caps.
tel entertained V-Mr. and Mrs. Paul Were Judge Harold G. Knight and
HENRY W. MATHIEU
As there are so many cases of driv
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Mr. and Mrs. Norman McCurdy Knight dwelt on the clean manhood court, the trials might be expedited screen doors, harness, Collars, forks, rakes,
CollegeYille 5?-r-3
T R A P P E , PA*
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and Mrs. John McCurdy.
to drive on the highways while intoxi pipe, different sizes, and num erous other
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to be found by d a y of sale.
•The Coon Club enjoyed an opting responsible for. “The athlete must cated but it takes still more to drive articles
POTTSTOWN, PA.
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in Philadelphia.
recalled some interesting stories and is on in- full swing. Did' you ever
FO R SALE—A brow n m a re ,. 11 years
On 'Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Frank brought home the fact that, “True look over the curious and unique old.
good under th e saddle a n d a She
Fresh and Smoked Meats
Weaver and son, Mrs. Kate Miller, Americanism has flourished more in names some of the horses have? It js d riv e r.' Apply to WM. P. RIGHTLEY,NEW FALL STYLES IN
one mile’ east of Collegeville.
,.10|14|3t
Pork in Season
Mrs. Rene Lambkin and Miss Rachael baseball than anything pise.”
interesting sport. Havre de Grace
Bevan motored to Glen Mills and
STYLISH PUMPS
Attorney Abe Hendricks besides and Laurel had some of the follow'
R SA LE—P a rlo r Stove a n d pipe in
spent the day with Mr. and Mrs. presiding in able manner, paid tribute ing entries listed the other day: Rock fineFOcondition.
$16—a barg ain ! SAM UEL Visits Collegeville, Trappe and v i
With Arch-Supported Shanks
cinity every Wednesday and Satur
Harry Miller.
to “Bumper” Brownback of the Candy, First Pick, Blossoms, Scare R E 1FF , CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. 10|7|3t
day.
Evansburg, Tuesdays and
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Messinger, of championship Legion' team and pre crow, Hurry Scurry, By Jove, Fifty
FOR THE STOUT WOMEN
F O R SALE)—New nine-ro'om eenjent
Fridays.
'Camden, , N. J., spent the week end sented him with a fishing rod the gift Fifty, Enjoyment, Doughnut, Impos block house, iri upper end of T rappe. All
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conveniences.
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less
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cost.
with Mr. and Mrs, Bertram Ashen- of his fellow teammates.
sible^ Port Hole, Asbestos, E xtra Dry,
The coveted pennant made by the Whip Along, Wiseoracker, Boys Be A ddress B ox 83, Collegeville, P a., 9|23|3t
felteri
These pumps, built over’ easy
Mrs. Ellen Booth, of, Camden, is Collegeville Flag and Manufacturing lieve Me, St. Nicholas, Barney Google,
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fitting lasts, combined with
Company
and
for
which
the
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Simon’s Kiss, Apprentice.
spending a few days with the Boyer
tw een T rappe alnd G raterford. A ddress
arch-supported • shanks, are
ville team strode so hard, as Secre
JA M ES STEVENSON, P aoli, P a. 9|30]3t
add Wagner families of this place.
It’s put up in cans and, the' packers
not only corrective of foot dis
Miss Edna Virginia Davis, of Kim- tary of the League Wilmer Cressman
FO R R E N T —Stone house in good ord er;
comforts, but a safeguard
berton, spent the week end with her put it, was presented to Manager Cal call it “Pork and Beans”. The object containing six rooms, cellar, attic.' W ater
electricity. Sm all outbuilding, 2 rooms.
against" foot trouble. Prices
grandparents, Mr. and Mirs. J. FT. Lemgacre of the Schwenksville team of the new game •is to try and find and
Nice lot. C an be rented separate, or w ith
by Mr. Cressman just before the •the Pork.
$5. to $6.50.
Gotwals.
OLIVER
CROMWELL
stable, orchard, 'a n d p a stu re land. Apply
meeting adjourned. The pennant was
(evenings) to GEO. W O E L F E L ,' Yerkes,
\ Mr. Howard Hopson, of Overbrook, presented by the Norristown, Times
P a. Phone 49-r2 Cblfegeville, , 9130131 i
“A custom that perpetuates
ESTATES ADJUDICATED
js spending a Couple Weeks with his Herald.'
FO R R E N T —F o u r or five rooms, w ith
mother, Mrs, Mattie Hopson while his
wrong is not entitled to re
Among the numerous estates adju
The other prizes were awarded by
all m odern conveniences. Apply to lA.
wife is >visiting her parent, Mr. and President of the League, Mr. Mervin dicated by Judge Solly, of the Orph TR
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Mr. and Mrs. Granville Bowden en at the helm of the League ever since'
Charles M. Price, late of Lansdale
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ling storm.
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casion js our plan of ceremony.
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NOW is the time to call in,
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the heating expert. Re
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peat and peach trees, expects a yield
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COMPANY,
Dept, 26,
000 bushels this year, This is One drove in the winning runs in the cru drew Heyser Detwiler, David Custer Bloomington, Illinois.
winter. Ask our advice and
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of the largest crops ever harvested cial 'CoUegeville-Schwenk.sville game, Detwiler,’ Harry Detwiler, Theodore
you’ll be sure to follow it.
won the 1926 Perkiomen'League bat Heyser, Andrew Heyser and William
P L A S T E R IN G DO NE—I am prepared
in this section.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
to do, all kinds of plastering, plain and
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.446.'
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to, F.’ B. P O P E R , Second avenue, • Colber Company, at Oaks, is employing
$3.50 to $9.00
$3.50 to $5.00
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ing turned out at about one-third of manager, and “Sis” Denner, of Troop • Pick and Cure Seed Corn—Seed
, the plant’s capacity. The operation er, who' each had 21. Sam Thomas com cur'es best if picked in the field
F E E D E R S A T T E N T IO N !—G ran u lated
of the plant is proving a big boom to and Bob Deisher, Schwenksville team- and hung up ip a building where there and ro a sted Corn Meal. B uckw heat and
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ployees are residents of this place. honors with seven pilfers apiece. Cal ear. Be sure the corn is well cured Sulphur, All K inds of Mill Feed.
s
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Phoenixville, Mont Clare and Port Longacre' was the leading sacrifice before hard freezes come, say State
S UNDERTAKER & EMBALMER S
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of
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The road from Port Providence to and also had th§ most extra bases, 25.
No effort spared to meet the |
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B. Miller, dec’d.
O aks'is badly in need of repair and
■
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Notice is hereby given th a t L ottie Miller,
Vaudeville acts, music and singing cows enough to get a paying flow of
j fullest expectations of those ]
motorists who use it daily appealed furnished the entertainment.
milk. Every cow needs a certain widow of said decedent, 'h a s filed in ’ said ’
C ourt her petition w herein the su m of
to the commissioners of Montgomery
amount of feed to- maintain her sys $500.00
8
■
in cash h a s been elected to be re 
■ who engage my. services.
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QUEEN MARIE SAILED FOR
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road, is narrow and full of holes arid
for milk production. Get a profitable Act
approved by, the C ourt on the 1st d a y of
which tp judge a pair of glasses
Trains met fit all stations. *■
ruts, and a menace to the safety of
AMERICA .,
yield from every cow by proper feed November, 1926, unless exceptions thereto
■
—whether or not they fit.
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travelers. The grade crossing over
ing.
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Queen Marie, of Roumania, sailed
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the Pennsylvania Railroad tracks also away for America at 9 o’clock Tues
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a
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of the largest of liners as it passed
AIRMEN KILLED
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of
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help
Both in Paris and in Cherboug the
A real Opportunity to buy your spring supply of Cord fire s
instant death Monday afternoon when Queen was bidden farewell by repre complished in the fall. As soon as the ed". . I now sleep well and all gas is
*
they relieve eyes simply by mak
at uriheprd of low prices. All fresh stock, in the origihal factory
*
their airplane crashed 800 feet to the sentatives of Roumania, France and tops have died down, dig up the roots gone. It also helped' my husband.”
*
wrapping's, AIL sizes of Balloon Cords are' included in this sale.
ing them optically perfect.
ground at thexRooseveltkFlying Field,
4*
United States. The official expres chop into several»pieces with a spade, (signed) Mrs, B. Brinkley. ONE
TRAPPE,
PA.
*
Your’ eyes are worth the . ser
iRoosevelt boulevard and Cottman sions of “bon voyage” were augment providing at least one' bud to each spoonful Adierika removes GAS and*
36 x 3Y2 Reg. Clincher Cord . . . . . . $ 7.50
street, Philadelphia. The victims: ed by spontaneous good wishes from piece of root and replant three:- to often brings astonishing relief to the
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Clarence Markham, Vineland, N,. J.,
$
sorted stpek in every
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the pilot and owner of the machine; of the golden-haired and gracious , P u t ,Pullets in Quarters—To avoid ing. Brings out old, waste ijiatter you
department
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*
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pullets, be 'sure they are in winter constipation. O. C. WINKLER, Drug
store always on hand.
*
one of the owners of the airport. Geo.
quarters before they start laying, gist, Collegeville, Pa.
13.50
32 x 4 S S
Cord
Optometrists and Opticians
SCHWENKFELDER
S.
S.
W. Widdemer, 36 years, of Cottman
Ventilate well on warm fall nights
Our aim is t(5 meet the .WANTS. }|
33 x 4 S S
Cord.
13.75
street near the boulevard.
OF PATRONS both in assort-, *
Observe "regular feeding habits. Keep
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' quality.
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Schwenksfelder Sunday Schools will
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*
The Chevrolet Motor Company, larg Both Photites.
Markham and James Bill, of Vineland. be held on Saturday, October 23, in
Protect Plowshares—When through
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using 'the plows put some grease-on est manufacturers of three-speed tears,
n*
30 x 5
Truck Cord . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.50
flight and when it started to become the Worcester Schwenkfelder church. the shares. It will prevent rusting shattered two of its : marks during
*
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truck.
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be
a
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at
*
September when it established a new
dark they had attained an altitude of
and
save
a
lot
of
inconvenience
in
the
36 x 6
GENERAL TRUCK CORDS 70.00
.H . C . S tu r p re s
%
monthly record of 81,158 passenger Good service. Charges reasonable.
150(1 feet. They started to descend 9.30 and -an afternoon session. Harry spring.
gb
32
x
3*4
S
S Silvertown C o r d ............ 14.50
and had reached an altitude qf 800 E. Paisley, a director of the Penna
Late ' Cutting Injurious'—Give the cars and trucks and attained a produc
Auto Delivery '
Belj ’Phone $
JOSEPH LtVERGOOD
- \
jjs
feet when the -wings' of the plane State Sabbath School Association, alfalfa field a chance to produce a tion total of 593,281 units for the first
29 x 4.40
Balloon Cord ............... 9.75
seemed to buckle as the machine came will be one of the speakers.
good crop next year by not cutting nine months of ,1926, eclipsing the half 12-39-tf
Collegeville, P b * j o * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
30 x 4.75'
Balloon Cord I I S ..... .. 12.50
million production of the entire 12
out of a loop. The plane fell with a
too late this fall.
HOW TO GET RID OF
terrific crash and buried its nose, deep
Achieves Good’ Results;—Bull asso months of 1925, Chevrolet’s greatest
31 x 5.25
Balloon Cord . . . . . . . . . . 16.50
Philadelphia Market Report
PASTEURIZED MILK
RATS OR MICE
into the ground of a new street, re
ciations prqmote the rabid develop year. Neither of these figures ever
30
x
5.77
Balloon
Cord J g ...
18.25
$1,3j to $1.42
cently cut through, about two squares
To get fid Of rats’ or mice, mix one ment of community breeding and in has been approached by any builder of Wheat ...........
Rich in butter fat. direct from a
Com
..................................
80c
to
85c
All other sizes at proportionately low prices. We will ship
from , Cottman street. Many persons part of powdered barium carbonate crease the interest iri better dairy cars with three-speed selective trans
new plant equipped with up-toG. Q. D. Write or- phone yom orders, as our stock will not last
living in the neighborhood, and motor with 4 parts of different selected food cattle, say specialists at the Pennsyl missions. The September production O a ts ................. ........ . .. 51c to 55c
date machinery reepmmended by
long at this price. ,
ists who saw the plane take its fall, such as meat, vegetables or fruits, vania State J College.
averaged 3,381 units daily for the Baled h a y ............. . $23.00 to $25,00
ran to "the scene. Together with em rolled oats, bread, or corn meal—•
the State Board of7 Health.
Bring House Plants Inside—Lift the 24 working days of the riionth. This ,Bran ........,.............. $33.00 to $34.00
ployees, of jhe flying field, they helped whatever these pests have attacked. house plants that have been plunged also is a new record. The 81,158 to Live poultry ....................... 21e to 35c
Quality and service guaranteed.
extricate the bodies from the tangled Distribute several different baits in all summer; bring them in to a frame tal for September followed several ra- Dressed poultry ..................23c to 38c
mass of wreckage. The bodies of the portions of about a teaspdonful in the or to a cool part of the house to get cent months of record-breaking pro Eggs! .. 34c to 45c; candled, up to .58 Served Daily to Patrons in Trappe,
40c to 51c
Collegeville and Vicinity.
three men were so terribly mangled places where the animals run. Keep ready -for winter indoors.
duction. Chevrolet’s entire 1925 pro Butter ......................... .
•
Collegeville, Pa.
that one Of the men had to be identi the barium carbonate out of reach of
duction was 519,060. This is 74,221 Calves ..........*......... $12.00 to $17.50
Hogs
___
$13.00
to
$15.50
fied by the finger ring he wore. That children and domestic animals. Use
Flopsy—“I thought you said you’d units less than the 1626 production
J. ARTHUR NELSON
was Shallcross.
fresh baits each night until the rats never marry Bob.” Mopsy—“Well, I to the end of September. The 1925 F at cows ..................... $5.00 Yo $6.50
ROYERSFORD. PA,
or mice disappear.—U. S. Department figured it was the only way I could total was passed during the second Steers ............................$9.00 to $10.00
Subscribe for The Independent.
Advertise in The Independent.
I
Phone
296-m
9-31-tf
Sheep ......................
$2.00 to $7?50
week of September.
possibly get rid of him.”—Life.
Subscribe for The Independent.
of Agriculture.

SUITS and O’COATS !
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Young and Old

s

WINKLER DRUGS

Anything

William C. Hildebidle

TO PCO ATS

Everything

Prescriptions

S c h o b le F e l t H a t s

WINKLER™ DRUGS

I R Y IN L . F A U S T

a

MILLER’S SHOE STORE

F a ll oS iuuite
1 & 2 Pair Pants
i s $ 20.00 to $ 40.00

ran

Top Coats $18.00 to $25.00
Hats

| Frank W. Shalkop jj

Shoes

Everything for Men

P A U L 5. STO UD T

jj

wan

8

Do They Fit ?

BIG TIRE SALE

.

.

.

.

! STORGES’ STORE

J. L; B echtel & Son, Inc.

